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Public health is an increasingly popular topic that has become more relevant over the 

years. Anne canal area is big recreational area in Tartu city for citizens that could improve 

their health and wellbeing. This thesis was observing Anne canal area, where a platform 

was built for BlueHealth project. The aim of this work was to investigate some of the 

aspects of health and wellbeing in Anne canal area in more detail by using high frequency 

observations that follow the use of area during 1-hour time-samples (BBAT High 

Frequency) and comparing that data with the BBAT dataset. The methodology used in this 

thesis is partly derived from the BlueHealth project, which it is a part of – BBAT 

observation method, BBAT-High Frequency method and modified Blue Health Site 

Interview (BSI) methodology. The platform and its surroundings was used more by 

females, by age group 21-59 and alone. The most popular main activity was walking and 

side activity chatting. In intervention area, more was used the platform part in the end that 

is on the water. People like that the area is developing and they would like to have more 

platforms near-by as existing one is too small for different users to use it at the same time. 

People said they use it mostly when they just pass the area and see the opportunity to go 

and sit there for a moment. Overall, BBAT and BBAT-HF are useful tools for 

professionals, like planners, designers, landscape architects etc. as these could be used in 

different planning and designing stages. 
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Rahvatervis ja selle seosed rohe- ning sinialadega on aastatega muutunud aina enam 

aktuaalsemaks teemaks. Anne kanal on suur rekreatsiooniala Tartu linnas, mis võib 

soodustada linnaelanike tervise ja heaolu parenemist. Antud töös uuriti Emajõe ja Anne 

kanali vahelist ala, kuhu on BlueHealth projekti raames ehitatud platvorm. Magistritöö 

eesmärk oli uurida detailsemalt mõningaid tervise ja heaolu aspekte Anne kanali 

piirkonnas, kasutades selleks kiiresageduslikku vaatlusmetoodikat (BBAT-HF), mille 

raames vaadeldakse ala kasutust 1-tunniste vaatlus-perioodidena ja võrrelda seda 

andmestikku BBAT andmestikuga. Antud töös kasutatud metoodika on osaliselt tuletatud 

BlueHealth projektist, mille osa see magistritöö on – BBAT vaatlusmetoodika, BBAT-

kiiresageduslik vaatlusmetoodika ja veidi muudetud Blue Health Site Interview 

(kohapealsed intervjuud) metoodika. Platvorm ja selle ümbrus oli rohkem kasutatud 

naisterahvaste, vanusegrupi 21-59 poolt ja üksi. Populaarseim põhitegevus oli kõndimine 

ning kõrvaltegevus rääkimine. Interventsiooni alal (platvorm) oli enim kasutust leidnud 

tagumine platvormi osa vee peal. Inimestele meeldib, et ala areneb ja nad sooviksid näha 

ümbruses sarnaseid platvorme, kuna see on liiga väike kasutamaks seda erinevate inimeste 

või gruppide poolt samal ajal. Inimesed ütlevad, et nad kasutavad seda peamiselt vaid 

möödudes ja näevad võimalust minna puhata istudes väike hetk. Üldiselt on BBAT ja 

BBAT-HF metoodikad kasulikud töövahendid professionaalidele, näiteks planeerijatele, 

disaineritele, maastikuarhitektidele jm., kuna neid võib kasutada erinevates planeerimise 

ja disainimise etappides.  
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INTRODUCTION 

BlueHealth is an international project that started in January 2016 and will end in June 

2020. Nine different institutes from all around the Europe are involved in this project, from 

Estonia, Estonian University of Life Sciences, a Chair of Landscape Architecture is one 

project partner. One of the project results is to design and build interventions – in Estonia, 

small landscape elements, benches and platforms (intervention) were built to Tallinn case 

study area in Koplirand and in Tartu case study area around Anne canal.  

This master’s thesis is a case study carried out according to principles and methods 

of the BlueHealth project, to which it also contributes. The aim of this work is to 

investigate some of the aspects of health and wellbeing in Anne canal area in more detail 

by using high frequency observations that follow the use of area during 1-hour time-

samples (BBAT High Frequency) and comparing that data with the BBAT dataset. 

The basis of the selection of case study area and research method was the fractal principle 

– by increasing the level of detail, richer picture of interest area should reveal. Several 

studies have been carried out within the BlueHealth research project: at first in different 

countries a world-wide BlueHealth International Survey (BIS) was carried out to find blue 

spaces around the world and some of these were marked down also in Estonia; 

furthermore, in Estonia a SoftGIS survey “My Blue Tartu” was carried out that asked 

people to mark down recreational areas that are the closest to them and/or their favourite 

and Anne canal area was pointed out a couple of times; BBAT observations were done 

around Anne canal to capture users location, activity and demographic data and it pointed 

out more specific locations around Anne canal area, including around the intervention area. 

As BBAT results are not very detailed, because the data have been collected sparsely – that 

means the observations were done around 30 times a year only for one short moment at the 

intervention area and because of that short-duration activities could be underestimated and 

it couldn’t be seen for how long one person spent time there. Hence, by the analogy of the 

idea of fractal principle, there is some data existing, but if to make more specific 

observations, more detailed and specific usage, also short-duration, of the intervention 

could be identified. This is the reason why this thesis is focusing on looking at the usage of 

the intervention more detailed and to find out how the intervention is working. Out of that, 
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BBAT methodology was modified and BBAT-High Frequency methodology worked out to 

get more reach data set that would allow to make more precise analyses.  

It is important to research this because in BlueHealth project, a lot of time and money was 

spent to find out which intervention people would like to see around Anne canal the most, 

which place to pick, to design the intervention itself and to build it in 2018. It will be very 

interesting to investigate whether the intervention (Figure 1) is used at all and if it is, then 

how often people use the place, how it is used or what people do there and think of the 

platform by themselves.   

  

Figure 1. Anne canal intervention – a platform with benches. 

The methodology used in this thesis is partly derived from the BlueHealth project, which it 

is a part of, as mentioned before. The data from BBAT observations was collected in 2017-

2019 around the Anne canal area. For more precise observations, BBAT methodology was 

adapted into BBAT-High Frequency (BBAT-HF) methodology to make more precise 

observations only around the Anne canal intervention area that is located in between two 

waterbodies, Anne canal and Emajõgi. More precise observations mean that each persons’ 

activities were observed in every 20 seconds (BBAT-HF1 methodology) and instead of 

observing one moment (BBAT methodology), also observations within one hour were 

made (BBAT-HF methodology). In addition, Blue Health Site Interview (BSI) 
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methodology was adapted and used for on-site interviews that were made with users of the 

area to get the idea what people think about the intervention area and intervention itself. 

To reach the aim of the research, five main research questions were formulated. The 

research questions are as follows: 

1. Are the demographic characteristics in observed area similar or different according 

to two observation techniques – the BBAT and BBAT-High Frequency datasets 

and how it relates to the population of Tartu? 

This research question aims to see and analyse the proportions of the usage in 

between males and females, but also age groups in different times of week and days 

in different data sets. The results will be compared with the population pyramid of 

Tartu.  

2. Is the social interaction (being alone, in pairs or in groups) in observed area similar 

or different according to BBAT and BBAT-High Frequency datasets?  

This research question aims to see and analyse the proportions of the usage alone, 

in pairs and in groups in different times of week and days in two different data sets.  

3. Are the activities in observed area similar or different according to BBAT and 

BBAT-High Frequency datasets? 

This research question aims to see and analyse the proportions of the activities, 

main and side activities, in different areas – overall in all areas together, but also 

more precise in described sub-areas, by gender, but also in different times of week 

and days in different data sets and to compare the results with each other.  

4. Are there any similarities between significant geographical patterns of BBAT and 

BBAT-High Frequency datasets or they differ from each other?  

The aim of this research question is to compare two data sets for seeing where 

people are gathering with the biggest confidence and analyse the differences.  

5. How people feel about the intervention and area around it? 

People’s opinions where gathered by interviewing them on site. People’s opinions 

why they use different areas, but also only this intervention area, what do they 

remember about it from the past, what do they think about the changes, what do 
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they usually do in intervention area and what they think about the design of it will 

be analysed. Also, people’s keywords usage will be analysed in different contexts. 

The thesis is divided into five main chapters. The structure of the thesis starts with a 

literature review describing and providing the necessary background concepts and 

knowledge. It is followed by methodology, which introduces the BlueHealth project 

research methods BBAT and BSI and modified methodologies of these, used for this 

thesis, and describes how data was collected and processed. All the findings and 

connections between different parts of the work are analysed and discussed in the research 

results and analyses, but also in discussion chapter. The summary is presented in both 

English and Estonian and is followed by bibliography list and appendixes. 
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the literature review, an overview of background topics that are important for 

understanding the importance of public areas in the cities and how use of such areas can be 

monitored, are explained. First, the meanings of ‘public area’ and “urban blue-green 

space” are explained through different research findings. Furthermore, there is a discussion 

about which landscape elements these kinds of areas consist of and what are the 

affordances in the landscapes and how these are used and related with physical activity. 

Lastly, different observation methods are described that are used in public areas to find a 

connection between landscape elements and users’ actions in urban blue-green spaces. 

1.1. Public areas in the cities  

Cities consist of buildings and spaces between buildings (Russo, Cirella 2018). These 

spaces in between building infrastructures could be green and blue spaces (Ibid.). As the 

urbanisation and densification processes are increasing rapidly, there are less and less of 

these kinds of natural spaces and biodiversity within cities (Haaland, van den Bosch 2015). 

As those spaces play an important role in a climate change mitigation and adaption 

(Brown, Mijic 2019), but are also supporting city’s ecosystem by providing a wide range 

of ecosystem services (Wolch et al. 2014), these spaces cannot be ignored, but should 

rather be accessible and available to urban residents (Russo, Cirella 2018). Green and blue 

spaces in the cities help to reduce pollution, noise, filter the air of dust, stabilise 

temperatures etc., but it is also proven that these provided ecosystem services have wider 

benefits to people (Brown, Mijic 2019) by improving their life and public health (Wolch et 

al. 2014).     

Urban green space could be defined as an open space that is publicly accessible and has 

high degree of vegetation covering (Schipperijn et al. 2013). These could be parks as well 

as squares (Goličnik Marušić 2011), urban forests, natural areas or other green spaces in 

the city (Schipperijn et al. 2013), like green roofs and walls, rain gardens (Brown, Mijic 

2019), community gardens and cemeteries (Wolch et al. 2014). But not only, it could also 

include urban waterways, like lakes, ponds, canals, streams, rivers etc. (Haeffner et al. 
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2017). Not all urban green spaces may be publicly available – they could also include 

private backyards, corporate campuses etc. (Wolch et al. 2014), but these areas won’t be 

included in this research. By some definition, urban green spaces do not have to be green at 

all, but these spaces need to have recreation purposes and be intended for amenity 

(Koohsari et al. 2015). Altogether, these kinds of spaces in the cities could be called an 

urban blue-green infrastructure (Brown, Mijic 2019).  

1.2. Landscape elements and affordances in public spaces  

Urban blue-green spaces consist of different landscape elements, for example of trees, 

paths, benches, play elements, rocks, lighting, pleasing views etc. (Schipperijn et al. 2013). 

All different kinds of attributes in these areas influence physical activity – walking, 

cycling, playing etc. (Ibid.). As physical activity is one of the most important public health 

goals and a thing that a person could do for its health to live longer and prevent diseases 

(e.g. chronic diseases) (Cohen et al. 2011), all these attributes play an important role in 

urban blue-green spaces as they might stimulate and encourage physical activity 

(Schipperijn et al. 2013). Different studies have got a result that just simply adding 

randomly new attributes, facilities (paved trails, playgrounds, water features etc.) and/or 

amenities (picnic areas, restrooms etc.) to urban blue-green spaces may not help to increase 

their use (Koohsari et al. 2015). Although, it has been found that for being physically 

active in a place, facilities played more important role than amenities (Kaczynski et al. 

2008).  

Outdoor physical activity could be defined as a participation in organised or unorganised 

sport activity or exercise done by a person at least once a week (Schipperijn et al. 2013). It 

could take place in the nearest urban blue-green space (Ibid.). Preferences of physical 

activity are different in every level – they differ by age and gender, but also by cultural 

background and socio-economic status (McKenzie et al. 2006). As physical activity in the 

past was part of people’s everyday life and jobs, it was normal to be physically active 

every day (Cohen et al. 2011). Nowadays, as work has become progressively sedentary, 

physical activity has become more a hobby and part of leisure time (Ibid.). That is why 

more and more urban blue-green spaces play bigger role in people’s life as these are used a 

lot and seem to be one key for built environment for making a place attractive and 

encourage people being physically active (Bedimo-Rung et al. 2005, Bowler et al. 2010, 
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Kaczynski, Henderson 2007). But not, when spaces are not attractive, badly accessible or 

far away, because safety, aesthetics, amenities, maintenance and proximity are very 

important elements that are supporting physical activity (McCormack et al. 2010). Urban 

blue-green spaces could have different meaning and play different roles in people’s 

physical activity – it could be used specially for physical activities or exercises, just for 

walking by to reach another destination or be the destination itself, what means that people 

will be physically active already before reaching it (Koohsari et al. 2015).  

Affordances (environment functional characteristics) in a landscape allow in less designed 

or not designed areas to be creative in use (Aziz, Said 2017). Affordances could be seen as 

opportunities for action (Heft 2010). The same affordance could be seen, used and gain 

different meaning by different age or gender groups (McKenzie et al. 2006). Especially in 

the case of children, to whom affordances offer a lot of opportunities for active use of an 

environment according to their imagination – for example smooth and flat surfaces allow 

better opportunities for riding a bike and running, but smooth topography and existence of 

bushes allow better hide-and-seek play (Aziz, Said 2017). Often opportunities in city 

environments are more limited than in smaller towns, suburban areas or countryside (Kyttä 

2002). There are many factors that may affect children’s activity and experiences 

negatively, for example safety problems (e.g. low security) or low living environment 

quality (Aziz, Said 2017). Also youngsters and adults choose where they would like to 

spend more time – important elements in blue-green urban spaces for them are an existence 

of trees, lighting and closeness to a waterbody (Schipperijn et al. 2013). It has been 

observed, that depending on preferences, if hanging out with a bigger group of people, for 

sitting and lying on a ground, places without trees and bushes that have more open space 

will be selected, but at the same time on a sunny day, more shady places will be picked, for 

example under trees (Goličnik, Ward Thompson 2010). For older people an environment 

could be a mobility limiting factor, as their physical abilities are decreasing with ageing 

(Iwarsson 2005). That is why it is important for them to have an opportunity to stop in a 

while – for that there is something needed that a person could lean or sit on – and also 

lower traffic load, well maintained space and a facility near-by with some function, for 

example a toilet (Aspinall et al. 2010). If these things are missing or there are signs of 

vandalism or youngster groupings, the possibility that older people decide to limit their 

movements or not come out from their homes at all to move outside, increases (Ward 

Thompson 2013, Aspinall et al. 2010). As it has been observed, for example in one Japan 
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study, where researchers were exploring links between longevity of more than 3000 older 

people and healthy urban areas by studying survival rates for 5 years and they found out  

that the survival rates were higher if older people had an opportunity to walk outside at 

nearby blue-green spaces that had an easy reach, it is very important to create these kinds 

of opportunities for them (Brown, Mijic 2019, Illman 2014). 

It could be said that visiting urban blue-green spaces and activities done there have a 

relation with landscape elements and affordances (Haeffner et al. 2017, Schipperijn et al. 

2013, Ward Thompson 2013). There have been found relationships that the less a human 

being in their childhood has been spending time in an outdoor environment or got a bad 

experience, the less likely they will do it also when growing up and getting old (White et 

al. 2010). This is the reason why it is very important to focus also on children and an easy 

access to urban blue-green spaces in environmental interventions, in particular to 

encourage increased physical activity outdoors and to avoid bad experiences or difficulties 

in using green areas already from an early age (Ward Thompson 2013).  

1.2.1. The usage of landscape elements and affordances  

There is more and more evidence based on different studies that planning, design and 

management of all landscapes should be guided as much by their importance for health as 

for all other functions (Illman 2014). However, decision making is not only based on 

quantitative research and epidemiological study made in laboratory conditions, but it also 

includes studies of communities and people in there, and these studies have often 

qualitative approaches (Public health… 2013). For example, C. Ward-Thompson (2013) 

analysed in her report the impact of landscape on people’s health from ancient times to the 

present day and found that the importance of access to the natural landscape seems to be as 

relevant as ever in the context of modern urban lifestyles. In 2003, one Dutch study was 

looking more than 10 000 people’s health taking into consideration the amount of green 

space in their environment and got a result that the more people felt green (vegetation) 

around them, the better they had their general health (Illman 2014). Jan Gehl (1987) has 

found out from his studies that the key element of better and more sociable use of squares 

and streets is the number of seating or opportunities that allows to rest in the area – this 

finding is supported also by Whyte (1980) – it includes seating in sun or shade, options to 

be in the shade of the wind, but also all kinds of seating offered by outdoor cafes, or by 
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affordances like steps, bollards etc. (Ward Thompson 2013). For children, one of the most 

important aspect for playing outdoors is play equipment that would offer challenges – 

studies by Hart & Sheehan (1986), Heusser et al. (1986) or by Veitch et al. (2007) found 

out that playgrounds which has less complex, variable design and where there is less to 

explore, weren’t used as much as playgrounds with various elements offering functional 

play for children of all ages. From Schipperiin et al. (2013) research done in Odense by 

postal questionnaires turned out that being physically active and doing it in nearest urban 

green spaces, have positive relations – it was found out that an urban green space should 

have walking and/or cycling route, a water feature, a wooded area, lighting along trails, 

enjoyable views and bike and car parking opportunities – these are needed features to visit 

an urban green space more often and be physically active there. Goličnik (2005) did for 

PhD a research in Edinburgh and Ljubljana, the results of data gathered from urban parks 

and squares from there showed that spatial articulation (lines of trees, tree groups etc.) is 

one key element to spatial occupancy – people are using large flat spaces for group 

activities (Goličnik, Ward Thompson 2010) like playing (Goličnik Marušić 2016), open 

areas are also used more for lying down (Goličnik Marušić 2011), sitting took place more 

right against slopes, trees or other solid edges (Goličnik, Ward Thompson 2010). Median 

distances between users was 7 m (Ibid.). Steps are often used for different purposes like 

sitting or skateboarding, although these two user groups occupancies did not overlap as 

sitters were using more upper steps or low walls with shelter and backcover opportunities, 

but skateboarders used more flatter areas where steps merged into a flat platform and had 

different essential elements around that attracted skateboarders (Goličnik Marušić 2011). A 

study done in Britain that focused on older people’s environmental preferences found out 

that existence of different facilities (benches, toilets, paving etc.), trees and plants, but also 

less traffic en route, things to watch in the park and maintenance were very important to 

them (Aspinall et al. 2010). 

1.3. Observing methods in public spaces  

For finding a connection between landscape elements and user actions in urban blue-green 

spaces, many different qualitative (e.g. mapping) and quantitative (e.g. questionnaires) 

methods and surveys have been conducted in many countries (Rezasoltani, Said 2012). 
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One option for focusing on different relationships between a person, a space and actual 

space use, is behaviour mapping – a method that makes possible for researchers to 

determine how people use designed or not that much designed, but more natural areas, by 

mapping their behaviour and/or observing their usage and movements in a specific urban 

blue-green space (Schipperijn et al. 2013, Bahillo et al. 2015, Marušić, Goličnik Marušić 

2016). Behaviour mapping was developed by Ittelson et al. (1970) – originally this method 

was created only for focusing on designed settings (Goličnik, Ward Thompson 2010). 

Before using this method, an observed area has to be defined and mapped in a precise scale 

(Goličnik, Marušić 2012), a schedule has to be set up that would cover different times and 

would be repeated for some time period, mapping and coding method, including the types 

and details of activities, has to be agreed upon (Marušić, Goličnik Marušić 2016). A 

product of these observations will be a behaviour map (Bahillo et al. 2015, Goličnik, 

Marušić 2012). The quality of data cannot be guaranteed to be with the same quality all the 

time as it depends on the quality of observer (Goličnik, Marušić 2012). There could also 

come out some errors, when the data will be digitalized (Ibid.). A behaviour map in turn is 

a tool for analysis, but also for a design, as recorded activities and behaviours are location-

based in a specific time-unit, so these are linked in both, time and space (Bahillo et al. 

2015). These results are evidence about places’ use, but also help to understand space – to 

help see different layers of spatial information, the pattern of behaviours and space uses, 

e.g. how long a certain activity took place, was there a certain day, time or length how long 

this activity took place etc., get a better understanding of individual and collective space 

use (Marušić, Goličnik Marušić 2016), but also give information about preferred sizes and 

shapes of blue-green spaces (Goličnik, Marušić 2012). This information could also be used 

when designing a new place, as a simulation (Ibid.).  

There are many different possibilities for behaviour mapping – for example to use mapping 

on a paper by an observer, GIS-systems, but also special applications made for smart 

phones (that an user of a space can use by itself to map their activities) (Bahillo et al. 2015, 

McKenzie et al. 2006). Inspired from these tools, also BBAT behaviour mapping method, 

that is based on QGIS-system, has been created for the project BlueHealth (Bell, Vassiljev 

2017).  

 “The System for Observing Play and Recreation in Communities” (SOPARC) is one of 

the designed behaviour mapping tools that originally was created for getting information of 
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areas’ users and their physical activities in some certain blue-green urban or suburban 

neighbourhood space (Cohen et al. 2011, Evenson et al. 2016). It has been used a lot to 

observe parks (Evenson et al. 2016). Observations are done based on an agreed schedule – 

a varying number of observations in different times per day in different number of days 

(Hunter et al. 2015). Originally the data was collected 4 times per day for one week, 7 days 

(McKenzie et al. 2006). It will collect weather data every time so later it would be possible 

to analyse weather impact to park usage, however according to the original protocol of 

SOPARC, the data should be collected at first only on clement days (Hunter et al. 2015). 

Each observation time, park users’ number and their activities [by original protocol 

physical activity would be collected as sedentary, walking or vigorous (Evenson et al. 

2016)], also park areas, which are used, users’ age group, race/ethnicity and their physical 

activity level will be documented (Cohen et al. 2011). Although this method does not 

identify where park users have come from – are they locals, tourists or other visitors – in 

other words are they common or new users of the area (Hunter et al. 2015). Using 

SOPARC method or similar methods like SOFIT, SOPLAY etc., many different analyses 

can be made – for example analysing the proportions of park users by gender, age and 

races, park usage in different times of the day, activities proportions, also by gender and 

age (McKenzie et al. 2006). These kinds of analyses do not require exact location, but only 

the number of users within an analysis area (Ibid.). SOPARC tool, however lacks the 

ability to answer where exactly the activities are taking place and the precise type of 

activity is also not recorded (Ibid.). Deeper activities analyses would require users’ 

locations to see which areas are most popular and for what activities etc. (Ibid.).  

Using GIS for behaviour mapping provides more powerful tools as there are more 

possibilities than on paper (Goličnik, Marušić 2012). If using GIS-based observation 

methods, the involvement of technological tools is inevitable, which in turn reduces the 

possibility to be an observer, but also user groups, who are not that familiar with 

technological development and internet use (Ibid.). Also doing surveys on the internet, the 

reliability of the data may be questionable (Ibid.). Data will be provided in different layers 

– it may be that the information is collected at first on the map and conclusions will be 

made by creating different tables or vice versa, at first data is gathered into different table 

forms and in the end the results visualized on maps (Bahillo et al. 2015). This kind of way 

to analyse the data by visualizing it and then present it to designers, makes it more usable 

and useful as this kind of visual language is familiar to designers (Goličnik, Marušić 2012).  
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Another opportunity is to use special mobile applications for behaviour mapping (Bahillo 

et al. 2015). As already mentioned under GIS paragraph, also when using mobile 

application-based observation methods, smart phones have to be included and this in turn 

reduces user groups, who are not familiar with IT, smart devices and internet use (Bahillo 

et al. 2015, Goličnik, Marušić 2012). Although, this method is not that time-consuming 

and tiring as manual mapping by an observer (Bahillo et al. 2015). This tool is mainly a 

smartphone application (app) – as smartphones nowadays mainly have already navigation 

systems that would record users’ locations (to cloud or in offline mode to phone only) – 

such a smartphone is needed for downloading an app (Ibid.). Next step is to create an 

account or link your new account to your other existing accounts (Ibid.). After inserting 

some personal information, the app is ready to use (Ibid.). Every time a person goes to 

some blue-green space, one can turn this app on and mark their activities there (Ibid.). 

Also, there is an option to take pictures and give some other feedback (Ibid.). In this way it 

is possible to track how spaces are used and what is the feedback from users (Ibid.). For 

example, applications “My Tracks” (Bandara et al. 2014) or “m-SportGIS” could be used 

(Freire, Painho 2014).   

One quantitative method is to do questionnaires or interviews – whether to interview 

people on site, at some certain place (a shopping centre, library etc.), send questionnaires 

by post to people or set it up on the internet (Schipperijn et al. 2013, Iwarsson 2005, 

Haeffner et al. 2017). This method also has a threat that there will be less respondents as 

people may not be willing to answer (on site or to post back the questionnaire), do not 

know how to use internet or cannot find it on there or simply will ignore it (Iwarsson 2005, 

Aspinall et al. 2010). When getting responses, this kind of a way by doing questionnaires 

to collect data is more personal and could be combined with methods mentioned before – 

for example with GIS, by entering peoples’ locations and other information to the system 

to later get a wider picture of responses and have more opportunities to analyse data 

(Iwarsson 2005, Bandara et al. 2014). It is harder to get responses like that, but in the end 

more conclusions can be made as people can give qualitative feedback by themselves and 

it is not only observer interpretation (Iwarsson 2005).    
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Landscape architects, designers, decision-makers and other similar professions, who work 

with outdoor environments, design and make decisions over these kinds of places need to 

know peoples’ needs and how people would use different spaces (Bahillo et al. 2015, 

Goličnik Marušic 2016, McKenzie et al. 2006). Key importance of creating successful 

places is the knowledge of peoples’ habits and context which makes them physically active 

(Goličnik Marušić 2016, McKenzie et al. 2006). People need to be in contact with nature 

and sometimes the only possible way is to use urban blue-green spaces as they are in a 

reasonable distance and that’s why it is very important to also concentrate on quality of 

these spaces (Russo, Cirella 2018). Behaviour mapping helps different professions to 

understand different connections for aiming a responsible design and create effective 

environments (Goličnik, Marušić 2012).  
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2. METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION 

2.1. Site selection  

In Estonia, two case study areas were chosen for BlueHealth project – Koplirand in 

Stroomi beach in Tallinn (on the left part of the Figure 2) and Anne canal area in Tartu (on 

the right part of the Figure 2). One of the basis of the selection was to find a waterbody 

close to residential areas with large population. In Tallinn, Pelguranna is an area with large 

population and Tallinn Bay is the closest and biggest waterbody with Stroomi beach and 

Koplirand. In Tartu, Annelinn is an area with large population and Anne canal is the 

closest bigger waterbody to it. To both case study areas, a set of small landscape design 

elements in the form of platforms (interventions) were built in order to see if these would 

have an effect on the usage of the areas. 

   

Figure 2. Case study areas in Estonia – on the left Tallinn case study and on the right Tartu case study area 

(base map: Maa-amet 2017). 
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In this thesis, Anne canal area with its intervention built for the BlueHealth project has 

been focused on (see area 1 on Figure 2). The area around the intervention is used for 

detailed investigation (see area 3 on Figure 2 and see Figure 3) – it covers a section of light 

traffic road between two benches (both approximately 100 m from the intervention itself), 

intervention and its immediate surroundings, expansive lawn and reed areas from one 

imaginary boundary to another. Waterbody was left out as there was no ice cover in the 

winter of 2019/2020. For some analyses, bigger area has been observed (see area 2 on 

Figure 2) – the area in between two waterbodies, Anne canal and Emajõgi. 

 

Figure 3. Case study area in Tartu – Anne canal area (base map: Maa-amet 2017). 

2.2. General reasoning for the method 

For this thesis the fractal principle was the basis of the selection of case study area and the 

method – looking at the area of interest at increasingly finer scale should reveal richer but 

similar picture every time when the level of detail is increased. As a string of studies 

undertaken in BlueHealth project the BlueHealth International Survey (BIS) was carried 

out in different countries to find out about most frequented blue areas in them and Anne 

canal area got marked a few times in Estonian dataset; in Estonia, SoftGIS survey “My 

Blue Tartu” asked people to mark down their closest and favourite recreational areas with 

waterbodies and many people marked down also Anne canal area; BBAT observations that 

capture location, activity and demographic data about users around Anne canal area have 
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pointed out more specific locations within the blue area, including some spots around the 

intervention itself; to find out more specific usage of the intervention, that has been built to 

Anne canal area, a more detailed high frequency (BBAT-HF) observations were needed. 

The shortcoming of BBAT observations was that short-duration activities would tend to be 

underrepresented and the data collection frequency would be too sparse to be able to 

describe the usage of intervention in fine detail. It is the reason why this method needs to 

be modified into high frequency method to notice and mark down short-term activities and 

to get more reach data set that would allow to make more precise analyses.  

In order to answer the research questions set for this thesis, it is necessary to compare the 

existing collected data, BBAT, with the newly collected dataset, BBAT-HF. Author of this 

thesis collected all of the BBAT-HF data, but also participated in the collection of the 

BBAT data. Following is a short description of how the existing dataset was captured. 

2.3. Overview of BlueHealth methodology  

BlueHealth project focuses on understanding the relationships between blue environments 

in towns and cities, and health and well-being in all over the Europe (BlueHealth 2020). 

The project aims to provide for policymakers an evidence-based information that will be 

created through systematic reviews, international and local surveys, community-level 

experiments and interventions (Ibid.). There are 8 work packages (WP) developed for 

BlueHealth that lead the research of each individual project (Ibid.). This thesis focuses on 

WP5: “Landscape & urban planning – Optimised ‘blue infrastructure’ for health”. One of 

the research methods developed for this WP is BlueHealth Behavioural Assessment Tool 

(BBAT). The following chapter 2.4. Overview of BlueHealth BBAT methodology will be 

a summary of the BBAT method observation mapping guidance document (Bell, Vassiljev 

2017). It is equally relevant in the context of BBAT-HF observation method described 

later. 

2.4. Overview of BlueHealth BBAT methodology   

BlueHealth Behavioural Assessment Tool (BBAT) is a method for mapping users’ 

behaviour of the WP5 intervention sites. The aim is to compare people’s activities, the 

location of activities, who is doing it and when, before and after the intervention is built. 
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For that, recording location and levels of physical activity of users is needed to create an 

opportunity to discover relationships between different behaviour and physical settings as 

well as the relations with the time of the day, weather conditions and the state of the water. 

BBAT methodology is a low momentary time sampling approach – processes are not 

observed constantly but at some certain moment on an observation day. During the 

observation a visual scan at an observation spot is made and all noted locations of users 

and their activities will be recorded in QGIS freeware program in a tablet computer or on 

the paper form. 

For BlueHealth intervention case studies, most likely observation periods were set up from 

April/May to September/October to guarantee a comparable data. Because of the 

seasonality and strong winter use in Estonia, some extra observations were done out of the 

set-up periods. During the “on-season” observation period, data was collected every other 

week on two random weekdays and one weekend day. The observation times within a day 

were divided into 4 time zones – morning 7.00-11.00, lunchtime 11.00-15.00, afternoon 

15.00-19-00 and evening 19.00-23.00. These four-hour time slots allowed some variation. 

Times were selected rotationally for field works, it ensured that samples were spread more 

equally among times of the day. During “off-season”, there were two observation weeks 

that did not have to be separated by one week in between. These weeks needed to capture 

the most characteristic winter conditions. As the daylight period was shorter, the 

observations were done on lunchtime and afternoons, but these were doubled, for example 

4 weekdays and 2 weekend days, 2 time slots on 2 weekdays and 1 weekend day or other 

similar combinations. Depending on the climate, these observations were done in January, 

February or March, when there was frozen ice cover on canal, snow cover and/or 

temperature under 0oC.  

Before the observations were started, some background information had to be collected, 

like taking notes and photographs of the area in different times of the year to understand 

the character and condition of the area, make observation planning easier and help to 

prepare a base map that would be used for recording the observations. For a base map, 

aerial/satellite photographs or digital map bases were used. Objects and elements that were 

unnecessary for observation were erased as base map should contain only the main features 

like boundaries, paths, water edges, specific buildings etc. This digital base map was used 

in a QGIS program in tablet computers that surveyors used on site, although paper version 
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of the base map was also prepared. On paper version the date, time of the day, weather 

conditions (sunny/cloudy, dry/rainy/snowy, calm/breezy/windy etc.) and the water 

conditions (calm or with waves, high or low tide, open or frozen, slow or swift flowing, 

cold or warm etc.) were marked down separately, in the tablet computer there are drop-

down menus for recording that. Behaviour types were defined based on different examples 

of past and according to existing situation and opportunities. In the QGIS program there 

are also drop-down menus for recording gender, age group, potential activities, side 

activities and who the person was doing the activity with. The QGIS interface made this 

extremely quick to fill in for each point.  

As the method idea is to observe users’ site activities, then it was very important to choose 

the places from which to observe the site and record activities without disturbing site users 

and drawing special attention to the surveyor – for that several observation spots were 

found on site and a route was planned in between these. Same route was repeated in each 

observation. If the observation was done by more than one surveyor, a site was divided 

into zones – each surveyor got one zone of the area.  

At the beginning of each observation different parameters, like date and time of the day, 

weather and water conditions (described before) were noted. After it, visual scans from 

predefined observation spots from left to right were done and all users scanned recorded as 

a point data on the site map using coding. If a person leaved the area after being counted, 

the recording was kept, but if a person left the area before being recorded, a record wasn’t 

made. If the same person appeared in a visual scan in the next sub-area, one was recorded 

again. There was also an equal change that there is a person moving the opposite order, 

will never be present during a visual scan and will never be recorded.    

If the observation data was collected with the tablet computers, it was automatically saved 

into a database that was ready for further analysis. If it was originally mapped on paper 

forms, then these were re-recorded to the QGIS program afterwards.  

After finishing the data collection, layers are ready for examination and interpretation, for 

example according to activity types, age groups, weather and water conditions etc. 

Descriptive statistical analysis, for example histograms, the database for illustrating the 

activities and behaviour for different segments of the population at different times of day 
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or days of the week could be created. Comparison of pre- and postintervention surveys can 

be done.  

2.5. Overview of BBAT-High Frequency methodology  

BBAT-High Frequency (BBAT-HF) observation method is high frequency momentary 

time sampling – during one-hour observation session a visual scan has been made on an 

observation site in every 20 seconds. Observation area is smaller as only intervention area 

from one bench to another and its surrounding is observed (Figure 4). BBAT methodology 

covered the intervention area with one visual scan on 1 observation a couple of times in a 

week and it was possible that during some observations no one was recorded as during the 

visual scan there were no one. Also, it would be impossible to capture activity changes and 

visit duration of users with the BBAT method. BBAT-HF methodology did a visual scan in 

every 20 seconds in the area and tracked the specific users which makes the observations 

more detailed. 

 

Figure 4. BBAT-HF observation area at Anne canal intervention area in Tartu (base map: Maa-amet 2017). 

2.5.1. Preparing and doing the observations 

At first, an observation schedule was worked out – one observation lasted one hour on site. 

As the daylight period was shorter, because of autumn and winter time, the observations 

were done in the morning (one hour in between 7.00-11.00), on lunchtime (one hour in 
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between 11.00-15.00) and in the afternoon (one hour in between 15.00-19.00). 

Observations were carried out in two weeks – one week in November 2019 and one week 

in December 2019 in 4 weekdays and 1 weekend day, with one, but sometimes 2 time slots 

per day – it varied between the observation weeks. Weekend days had all 3 time slots per 

day.   

Secondly, observation paper forms were created as everything was recorded on site on 

paper by hand (Figure 5 and Figure 6) similarly to BBAT observations, and after it re-

recorded to QGIS program for creating a database for further analyses. For creating the 

paper form, BBAT observation paper form base was used, but it was adapted and 

reformatted.  

Observations on site were following the rules of BBAT observations, with the difference 

that visual scans were made in every 20 seconds for the whole observation area and all 

people, who were passing or doing activities in that moment somewhere in the observation 

area, were marked down. All people, who were appearing in a visual scan more than one 

time, were recorded again. On the paper form, each time weather conditions were marked 

down at first (once in the beginning of each observation time) and then the data about area 

user – was he/she alone, in pairs or in groups, gender, age group, at what time was he/she 

there, primary activity and if there were any side activities. If the user was not only passing 

by the area on pedestrian path and was using other areas (intervention or other area), then 

the route was marked down on a map under the table so later the special route or usage 

wouldn’t be forgotten and would be digitalized correctly. See the example below (Figure 

5). Basically, location and activity of every user was tracked at 20-second interval, making 

it possible to detect activity changes and estimate the duration of visit to the area under 

study.   
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            Figure 5. An example of BBAT-HF observation paper form for on-site use.  
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Figure 6. Anne canal intervention observation area. 

2.5.2. Observation analyses methods 

All the data was inserted to QGIS program that created database that was used for 

analyses. Demographic characteristics, social interaction and activities proportions will be 

compared and diagrams made in MS Office Excel.  

Hot Spot analyses were created to analyse geographical patterns. Getis Ord Gi* Hot Spot 

Analysis method in ArcGIS was used for that: it calculates for each feature in database the 

Getis-Ord Gi* statistic and tells where features with either high or low values cluster 

spatially, so it will create Hot Spot maps. 
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For Hot Spot analyses, the points located in the ends of the pedestrian path (near the 

benches) were removed as starting point to enter the area was always the same for 

everybody at one or another side where benches are (because of the observation area and 

BBAT-HF observation method), otherwise it would have given skewed hot spot results, 

because practically everyone, entering the observation area had the first location marked at 

the same two locations on either end of the observation area. From now on this data will be 

named as BBAT-HF2. With both data sets location point datasets (BBAT-HF2 and 

BBAT1) were overlaid with a 10-meter hexagonal grid and the count of points within the 

grid polygons was the basis for the Hot Spot analysis. 

Hot Spot analyses method is used for seeing where people are gathering – it shows on 

99%, 95% or 90% confidence level where people are gathering and that there is some sort 

of reason for that gathering as it is not a random coincidence.   

Hot Spot analyses were done together with the supervisor.  

2.6. On-site interviews  

2.6.1. Preparing the questions 

The questions and topics were chosen based on the guidelines and methods 

developed for the BlueHealth project – Blue Health Site Interview (BSI) (see more at Bell 

et al. 2020). Same method has already been used in BlueHealth Plymouth case study area. 

The order of the questions in questionnaire was adjusted to create a better storyline for 

interviewing people on site. The main ideas of the questions are to find out how people feel 

about the intervention area, how they remember the place before intervention and what do 

they think about the changes. Interview consisted of 13 main and 10 sub-question (see 

appendix 1).  
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2.6.2. Finding interviewees and interviewing them 

Interviewees were found on site during the visits to the project area at different times when 

an author of this thesis – an interviewer – was observing people’s area usage. After a short 

introduction a person was asked whether he/she would be willing to answer a couple of 

questions about the site. If a person agreed, prepared questions were asked and topics 

discussed, all answers and stories were marked down to printed question sheets (see 

appendix 1). Interviews were done whether standing or walking around the site near 

platform. Only restriction for picking an interviewee was that one must be at least 18 years 

old. All together 15 persons were interviewed.   

2.6.3. Interview analyses 

The first step was to transcribe the interviews and after it translating these into English. 

Then one big MS Office Excel table was made were all the questions and answers were put 

together – it formed a conclusion table where all questions were marked across the rows 

and interviewees on columns (see appendix 2). The answers were then divided according 

to different topics and then analysed, for that, charts were made or citations were used. 

Also, the repetition of different words, like “nature”, “naturalness”, “water” and “views”, 

in different questions and topics were counted and analysed to show proportions and 

frequency of the keywords use. 
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3. RESEARCH RESULTS AND ANALYSES 

3.1. General data characteristics 

Overall, Tartu case study area, covered by BBAT, is around 46 ha, the area in between two 

waterbodies is around 15 ha, BBAT-High Frequency method observation area near 

intervention is around 2 ha (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7. Anne canal observation areas (base map: Maa-amet 2017). 

The data used for analyses is divided into different categories and only needed points for 

different analyses were used. The data is named and categorized as follows:  

1) BBAT data – only the data in between two waterbodies, the Emajõgi and Anne 

canal, is analysed (image 1 on fFigure 7). One more condition is set – data points 

are included only if the temperature during observations was +11oC or under. One 

person was marked as a single point. Altogether 195 points were analysed. 

Henceforth the data will be called BBAT data.  

2) BBAT1 data – a sub-selection of BBAT data covering only the intervention area is 

analysed. It covers exactly the same area as BBAT-HF (image 2 on Figure 7). Only 

points, that were collected with air temperature +11 degrees or lower are included. 

One person was marked as a single point. Altogether 49 points were analysed. 

Henceforth the data will be called BBAT1 data. 
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3) BBAT-HF data – one person is taken into account as a single point, it means that all 

the other BBAT-HF points were excluded (image 3 on Figure 7). Altogether 752 

points were analysed. Henceforth the data will be called BBAT-HF data. 

4) BBAT-HF1 data – this data includes all BBAT-HF points and takes into account 

the time spent in the area by users (image 3 on Figure 7). Altogether 4024 points 

were analysed (Figure 8). Henceforth the data will be called BBAT-HF1 data. 

5) BBAT-HF2 data – includes all BBAT-HF1 points, but the points located in the 

ends, where there are benches, were excluded as most of the people always enter 

the area from one or another side (used for Hot Spot analyses) (image 3 on Figure 

7). Altogether 2894 points were analysed. Henceforth the data will be called 

BBAT-HF2 data. 

 

Figure 8. BBAT-HF1 datapoints (base map: Maa-amet 2017). 

Altogether 18 1-hour observation campaigns were conducted and location, activity, and 

social parameters of every visitor the area marked with the frequency of 20 seconds, giving 

a total sample of 4024 points in the GIS database (Figure 8). 

Analysed area is divided into subareas (Figure 9) – a path area with its surroundings 

marked with number 1, intervention area with its surroundings marked with number 2 and 

all the other area marked with number 3.  
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Figure 9. Area division (base map: Maa-amet 2017). 

3.2. Demographic characteristics 

For analysing demographic characteristics, mainly three different observation data sets 

were analysed: BBAT-HF – the data where one person is taken into account as a single 

point, BBAT-HF1 – the data that includes all BBAT-HF observation points and takes into 

account the time spent in the area by users and BBAT – the data that includes the data in 

between two waterbodies with weather condition temperature +11oC or under. In general 

distribution by age and gender also the data about the population of Tartu was used. 

3.2.1. General distribution by age and gender 

Age group 0-12 was under represented in the area when comparing it to actual Tartu’s 

population of 0-12 children (Figure 10). Also, age groups 13-20 males and females and 

60+ females were under represented, except BBAT 13-20 males and BBAT 60+ females 

that were over represented categories. All other categories – 13-20 females, 21-59 males 

and females, 60+ males – were over represented. According to all observation methods 

data sets, the area was used the most by age group 21-59. The least the area was used by 

children from age group 0-12. BBAT observations caught from the area more 13-20 males 

and 60+ females than other observation methods. In BBAT-HF data there were more 0-12 
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females, 21-59 males and females users than in BBAT-HF1 data, it means that these user 

groups spent their time less in the area than other user groups.  

 

Figure 10. Gender proportions in population of Tartu, BBAT-HF, BBAT-HF1 and BBAT data. 

3.2.2. Gender proportions 

In weekdays from all the weekdays users there were more female users than male users 

(Figure 11). Females used the area the most at lunchtimes (11.00-15.00), males used the 

most in afternoons (15.00-19.00). BBAT data shows that the area was used more in 

afternoons than in the mornings (07.00-11.00), BBAT-HF and BBAT-HF1 data show that 

the area was used more by females in the mornings than in afternoons, males usage was the 

same as in BBAT data, they used the area more in afternoons than in the mornings. 
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Figure 11. Distribution of users within the time of the day on weekdays (100% = all male and female users 

on weekdays). 

In weekends from all the weekends users there were a bit more female users than male 

users (Figure 12). The usage by females and males by BBAT-HF and BBAT-HF1 data was 

the biggest in afternoons, but according to BBAT data, females and males used the area the 

most at lunchtimes. The lowest was usage in the mornings by females and males. BBAT 

data didn’t contain any morning users on weekends, because of filtering the data by 

temperature.  

 

Figure 12. Distribution of users within the time of the day on weekends (100% = all male and female users 

on weekends). 
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3.2.3. Age groups proportions 

In weekdays out of all weekdays users the most popular times for visiting the area were for 

age groups 0-12 and 13-20 afternoons and for age groups 21-59 and 60+ at lunchtimes 

(Figure 13). The least popular visiting time of the area for children (0-12), teens (13-20) 

and adults (21-59) was the morning and for older people (60+) afternoon.  

 

Figure 13. Distribution of users by age groups within the time of the day on weekdays (100% = all BBAT-

HF users on weekdays; 100% = all BBAT-HF1 users on weekdays; 100% = all BBAT users on weekdays). 

In weekends out of all weekend days users the most popular times for visiting the area was 

for age groups 0-12 and 13-20 afternoons, but according to BBAT data for age group 13-

20 at lunchtimes as well; for age groups 21-59 and 60+ at lunchtimes (Figure 14). The least 

popular visiting time of the area for children (0-12) was lunch, for teens (13-20), adults 

(21-59) and older people (60+) morning. 
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Figure 14. Distribution of users by age groups within the time of the day on weekends (100% = all BBAT-

HF users on weekends; 100% = all BBAT-HF1 users on weekends; 100% = all BBAT users on weekends). 

3.2.4. Similarities and differences between demographic characteristics of BBAT and 

BBAT-HF datasets 

In 2019, the percentage of females in Tartu city population was 22% higher than males, the 

largest age range in Tartu city population was 21-59. That explains why there were more 

females using the area than males and that most users belonged to age group 21-59. The 

most popular times for visiting the area by males and females by all age groups were: in 

weekdays at lunchtimes and in weekends according to BBAT-HF and BBAT-HF1 data 

afternoons, but according to BBAT data also at lunchtimes as in weekdays. The least 

popular were mornings for the whole week. If to look at males and females’ usage 

separately, then males were using the area the most in weekdays, according to BBAT-HF 

and BBAT-HF1 in afternoons and by BBAT data at lunchtimes, but in weekends, 

according to BBAT-HF1 and BBAT data at lunchtimes and by BBAT-HF data in 

afternoons. Females most popular visiting times in weekdays were at lunchtimes, but in 

weekends, according to BBAT-HF and BBAT-HF1 data in afternoons and by BBAT data 

also at lunchtimes. The age group 0-12 visited the area the most in weekends, according to 
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BBAT-HF data in afternoons, BBAT-HF1 data in the mornings and BBAT data at 

lunchtimes and in weekdays at lunchtimes, except BBAT data results that didn’t capture 

any use by this age group in weekdays. The age group 13-20 visited the area the most in 

weekdays in afternoons and in weekends, according to BBAT-HF and BBAT-HF1 data in 

afternoons, but by BBAT data at lunchtimes. The age group 21-59 visited the area the most 

in weekdays at lunchtimes and in weekends by BBAT-HF and BBAT-HF1 data in 

afternoons, but according to BBAT data at lunchtimes. The age group 60+ visited the area 

the most in weekdays at lunchtimes and in weekends also at lunchtimes.  

There are big differences in between BBAT-HF, BBAT-HF1 and BBAT data – BBAT data 

has captured lot less people in the weekdays in the mornings, in all week in afternoons in 

age group 21-59, but a lot more in all week at lunchtimes than BBAT-HF and BBAT-HF1 

datasets. It means that BBAT may not capture short-duration activities that precise as 

BBAT-HF1 data has captured. That means, if there is less long-duration time spending in 

the area, therefore less BBAT-HF1 data than BBAT-HF data, then BBAT data level is also 

low.  

Comparing males and females’ area usage and age groups area usage, it turns out that the 

least popular in the whole week were mornings. Probably, because if people used the area, 

then they used it mostly for going to school or work. As age group 13-20 visited the area 

the most in weekdays in afternoons, it was probably because their school days were ended 

and they were returning from school. Also returning from work could be explained for 

men, who were using the area a lot in weekdays in afternoons. Females, who were active at 

lunchtimes, probably in this group there were a lot of mothers who came out to walk with 

babycarriages. As afternoons in the weekends were popular among males and females and 

the age groups 0-12 and 21-59, it was probably because families were coming out to spend 

time together. Elderly people were usually using the area at lunchtimes for sport activities 

(walking, cycling routine, Nordic walking with poles etc.), but probably walking to the city 

centre for their chores and activities of the day and other daily duties as well. 
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3.3. Social interaction  

For analysing social interaction, two different observation data sets were analysed: BBAT-

HF1 – the data that includes all observation points and takes into account the time spent in 

the area by users and BBAT – the data that includes the data in between two waterbodies 

with weather condition temperature +11oC or under. 

3.3.1. General distribution by social interaction 

Out of all area users, more than half visited the area alone and the least in groups (Figure 

15). According to BBAT-HF1 data there were two times less users in pairs and a quarter 

more users alone than in BBAT data. Differences in between two observation methods 

results in between “alone” and “in pairs” are big. 

 

Figure 15. Distribution of area users by social interaction (100% = all BBAT-HF1 users on weekends; 100% 

= all BBAT users on weekends). 

In weekdays, according to BBAT-HF1 data, there were more than four times less users in 

pairs than alone and two times less users in a group than in pairs – altogether 2/3 of the 

users were alone and 1/3 in pairs or in groups (Figure 16). According to BBAT data, alone 

and in pairs usage was quite equal, but there were more than seven times less users in 

groups than in pairs. The biggest differences and similarities in two data sets was the area 
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usage in pairs – BBAT-HF1 had in weekdays around three times less area users in pairs 

than BBAT data, but more alone and in groups users than BBAT data. 

 

Figure 16. Distribution of area users by social interaction on weekdays (100% = all BBAT-HF1 users on 

weekdays; 100% = all BBAT users on weekdays). 

In weekends, according to BBAT-HF1 data, there were two times more alone users and 

three times less in groups users than in pairs (Figure 17). According to BBAT data, alone 

and in pairs usage was also quite equal, as in weekdays, but there were more than three 

times less users in groups than in pairs. The two data sets have quite similar results, only 

BBAT has captured more users in pairs and in groups than BBAT-HF1 data.  

 

Figure 17. Distribution of area users by social interaction on weekends (100% = all BBAT-HF1 users on 

weekends; 100% = all BBAT users on weekends). 
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Out of all weekdays users, people used the area alone the most at lunchtimes, secondly in 

afternoons and the least in the mornings (Figure 18). People in pairs usage of the area was 

the same as alone users – the most they used the area at lunch, secondly in afternoons and 

the least in the mornings. People in a group according to BBAT-HF1 data used area the 

most in the mornings, secondly in afternoons and the least at lunchtimes, but according to 

BBAT data the most in afternoons, secondly at lunchtimes and the least in the mornings. 

However, the differences are very small. In weekdays the area was used the most at 

lunchtimes.  

 

Figure 18. Distribution of users by social interaction within the time of the day on weekdays (100% = all 

BBAT-HF1 users on weekdays; 100% = all BBAT users on weekdays). 

Out of all weekend days users, according to BBAT-HF1 data people used the area alone 

the most at lunchtimes, secondly in the mornings and the least in afternoons, but by BBAT 

data people used the area the most at lunchtimes, secondly in afternoons and there were no 

users in the mornings (Figure 19). According to BBAT-HF1 data people in pairs used the 

area the most in afternoons, secondly in the mornings and the least at lunchtimes, but by 

BBAT data the biggest usage was at lunchtimes, less in afternoons and there was no usage 

by pairs in the mornings. People in a group according to BBAT-HF1 data used the area the 

most in afternoons, secondly in the mornings and the least at lunchtimes, but by BBAT 

data only at lunchtimes as in the mornings and afternoons there wasn’t recorded any usage 
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by the groups. In weekend days the area was used the most according to BBAT-HF1 data 

in afternoons and by BBAT data at lunchtimes. 

 

Figure 19. Distribution of users by age social interaction within the time of the day on weekends (100% = all 

BBAT-HF1 users on weekends; 100% = all BBAT users on weekends). 

3.3.2. Similarities and differences between social interaction modes of BBAT and 

BBAT-HF1 datasets 

The area was used the most alone and the least in groups. In weekdays mornings, the area 

was used mostly alone, barely in pairs or in groups – probably because people were going 

to school and work mainly. In the weekends, there was more in pairs area usage, more at 

lunchtimes and afternoons, and less alone usage – weekends are for many people free and 

they used it to go outside to do activities for example with partners or friends instead of 

doing it alone. Differences in between two observation methods results in between “alone” 

and “in pairs” are big. Most probably because the BBAT method records less short-term 

users, that quickly pass through the area alone. 
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3.4. Registered activities on site   

For analysing activities, two different observation data sets were analysed: BBAT-HF1 – 

the data that includes all observation points and takes into account the time spent in the 

area by users and BBAT1 – the data that covers the same area as BBAT-HF1 and includes 

only points with weather condition temperature +11oC or under. 

3.4.1. Activity proportions in general 

Taking into account of all area users and their habits, people were using the most the light 

traffic road that is passing the area, named here as a path, secondly was used the 

intervention area and the least people used other area that is surrounding the path and 

intervention areas (see Figure 9 on page 32 and Figure 20). BBAT1 data has identified less 

path users, but more than half times more intervention and other area users than BBAT-

HF1 data. 

 

 

Figure 20. Proportions of sub-areas usage (100% = all BBAT-HF1 users; 100% = all BBAT1 users). 

Out of all activities, the most popular was walking – it includes strolling and walking 

quickly for transport (Figure 21). According to BBAT1 data second popular activity was 

sitting or crouching, third standing, fourth walking with a dog and fifth place was shared 

by running and jogging, cycling, skiing and children playing freely. Altogether eight 

different activities took place in the area according to BBAT1 data. According to BBAT-

HF1 data, second popular activity was running and jogging, third cycling, fourth standing, 
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fifth walking with a dog, sixth sitting or crouching, then other wheeled activities, like 

rollerblading, kick-scooters, wheelchairs, and the least popular was fishing. Altogether 

eleven different activities took place in the area according to BBAT-HF1 data.  

 

Figure 21. Proportions of all activities by area users (100% = all BBAT-HF1 users; 100% = all BBAT1 

users). 

To see the activities proportions better, walking was excluded (Figure 22). Out of all 

activities other than walking, the most popular activity according to BBAT1 data was 

sitting or crouching, secondly standing, thirdly walking with a dog and the least popular 

four activities – running and jogging, cycling, skiing and a child playing freely. According 

to BBAT-HF1 data running and jogging was the most popular activity. Cycling, standing 

and walking with a dog were also quite popular, but Nordic walking with poles, sitting or 

crouching, wheeled activities like rollerblading, kick-scooter and using a wheelchair, and 

fishing were a lot less popular. There were more than six times more people sitting or 

crouching in BBAT1 data, but two and three times less people running/jogging and cycling 

in BBAT1 data than in BBAT-HF1 data. Standing and walking with a dog had similar 

popularity in both data sets. 
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Figure 22. Proportions of all activities other than walking by users (100% = all BBAT-HF1 users; 100% = 

all BBAT1 users). 

Out of all activities, the most popular for the whole week was walking – according to 

BBAT-HF1 data, 60,43%, and according to BBAT1 data, 51,43% out of all area users in 

weekdays and according to BBAT-HF1 data, 59,93%, and according to BBAT1 data, 50% 

out of all area users in weekends were walking. To see the activities proportions better, 

walking was excluded (Figure 23). Out of all activities other than walking, the most 

popular activity in weekdays according to BBAT1 data was sitting or crouching, secondly 

walking with a dog and third place is shared by four activities - standing, cycling, skiing 

and a child playing freely. According to BBAT-HF1 data the most popular activity was 

running and jogging. Cycling, walking with a dog, standing and Nordic walking with poles 

were also quite popular, but sitting or crouching and wheeled activities like rollerblading 

and kick-scooter were a lot less popular. There were more than five times more people 

sitting or crouching in BBAT1 data than in BBAT-HF1 data. Walking with a dog had 

similar popularity in both data sets.  
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Figure 23. Proportions of all activities other than walking by users in weekdays (100% = all BBAT-HF1 

weekdays users; 100% = all BBAT1 weekdays users). 

To see the activities proportions better, walking was excluded (Figure 24) also for 

analysing weekend activities. Out of all activities other than walking, the most popular 

activity in weekends according to BBAT1 data in weekends was standing, secondly 

running and jogging, and third place is shared by sitting or crouching and walking with a 

dog. According to BBAT-HF1 data the most popular activity was running and jogging. 

Cycling, standing and walking with a dog were also quite popular, but Nordic walking with 

poles, fishing, rollerblading, sitting or crouching and using a wheelchair were a lot less 

popular. There were more than twelve times more people sitting or crouching in BBAT1 

data and more than 5 times more people standing than in BBAT-HF1 data. Running and 

jogging had similar popularity in both data sets. 
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Figure 24. Proportions of all activities other than walking by users in weekends (100% = all BBAT-HF1 

weekend users; 100% = all BBAT1 weekend users). 

In BBAT1 data, the most popular activity in all day was walking, there was no activity in 

the mornings (Figure 25 on page 47). Second most popular activity at lunchtimes was 

sitting or crouching and in afternoons skiing. The least popular activity at lunchtimes was 

cycling and in afternoons equally sitting or crouching, standing and cycling. In BBAT-HF1 

data, the most popular activity in all day was also walking (Figure 26 on page 47). Second 

most popular activity in the mornings was cycling, at lunchtimes standing and in 

afternoons running and jogging. The least popular activity in the mornings and at 

lunchtimes was rollerblading, in afternoons also rollerblading, but in addition to it using a 

wheelchair as well.  

In BBAT1 data, the most popular activity in all day in weekdays was walking, there was 

no activity in the mornings (Figure 27 on page 48). Second most popular activity at 

lunchtimes was sitting or crouching and in afternoons skiing. The least popular activity at 

lunchtimes were equally standing and cycling and in afternoons equally sitting or 

crouching, standing and cycling. In BBAT-HF1 data, the most popular activity in all day in 

weekdays was also walking (Figure 28 on page 48). Second most popular activity in the 

mornings was cycling, at lunchtimes standing and in afternoons running and jogging. The 

least popular activity in the mornings and at lunchtimes was rollerblading, in afternoons 

equally Nordic walking with poles and using kick-scooters. 
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       Figure 25. Proportions of BBAT1 activities by users within the time of the day (100% = morning + lunch + afternoon users). 

 

               Figure 26. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 activities by users within the time of the day (100% = morning + lunch + afternoon users). 
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Figure 27. Proportions of BBAT1 activities by users within the time of the day in weekdays (100% = 

morning + lunch + afternoon users). 

 

Figure 28. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 activities by users within the time of the day in weekdays (100% = 

morning + lunch + afternoon users). 

In BBAT1 data, the most popular activity in all day in weekends was walking, there was 

no activity in the mornings and in afternoons (Figure 29). Second most popular activity at 

lunchtimes was standing and the least popular activities were equally sitting or crouching 

and walking with a dog. In BBAT-HF1 data, the most popular activity in all day in 

weekends was walking as well (Figure 30). Second most popular activity in the mornings 

was standing, at lunchtimes cycling and in afternoons running and jogging. The least 
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popular activity in the mornings and at lunchtimes was sitting or crouching, in afternoons 

using a wheelchair. 

 

Figure 29. Proportions of BBAT1 activities by users within the time of the day in weekends (100% = 

morning + lunch + afternoon users). 

 

Figure 30. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 activities by users within the time of the day in weekends (100% = 

morning + lunch + afternoon users). 

Overall, in BBAT1 data females were engaged with five different activities, males with 

seven (Figure 31). Most popular activity among females was walking, second place was 

shared by sitting or crouching and walking with a dog, thirdly standing and fourthly a child 

playing freely. The most popular activity among males was walking as well and secondly 
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sitting or crouching, but third place was shared by standing, running and jogging, cycling 

and skiing, the least popular was a child playing freely. Most of the activities were done by 

both, males and females, but running and jogging, cycling and skiing were only done by 

men and walking with a dog only by females. 

 

Figure 31. Proportions of BBAT1 all activities by gender (100% = all male users; 100% = all female users). 

In BBAT-HF1 data females were engaged with nine different activities, males with ten 

(Figure 32). Most popular activity among females was walking, second place belonged to 

walking with a dog, third place was shared by Nordic walking with poles and cycling, 

fourthly running and jogging, fifthly standing, sixthly sitting or crouching, seventhly 

rollerblading and the last one was using a kick-scooter. The most popular activity among 

males was also walking and secondly running and jogging, thirdly cycling, fourthly 

standing, fifthly walking with a dog, sixthly fishing, seventhly rollerblading, eighthly 

sitting or crouching, ninthly Nordic walking with poles and the last one was using a 

wheelchair. Most of the activities were done by both, males and females, but using a 

wheelchair and fishing were only done by males and using a kick-scooter only by females. 

Males activities were more evenly distributed among a larger number of activities – there 

were more runners and joggers, cyclists and standers among males, but there were more 

dog walkers and Nordic walkers with poles among females.  
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Figure 32. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 all activities by gender (100% = all male users; 100% = all female 

users). 

Altogether during BBAT1 observations people were up to seven different side activities in 

addition to main activities described before (Figure 33). Most popular side activity was 

chatting, second place was shared by observing and using a babypram, thirdly using 

smartphone and the fourth place was shared by resting, reading and drinking.  

 

Figure 33. Proportions of BBAT1 all side activities. 

Altogether during BBAT-HF1 observations people were as well up to seven different side 

activities (Figure 34). Most popular side activity was chatting, second place belonged to 
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using a babypram, thirdly using smartphone, fourthly listening earphones, fifthly being on 

the phone, sixthly resting and the least people were eating besides the main activity.   

 

 

Figure 34. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 all side activities. 

BBAT1 side activities were mainly done by females – mostly chatting, secondly using 

smartphone and using a babypram, thirdly resting, observing and reading (Figure 35). 

Males main side activity was also chatting, secondly observing and thirdly drinking and 

using a babypram. According to the data half of the side activities were done by both, 

males and females, but drinking was only done by males and resting, reading, using 

smartphone only by females. 

 

Figure 35. Proportions of BBAT1 all side activities by gender.  
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BBAT-HF1 side activities were mainly done too by females – mostly chatting, secondly 

using a babypram, thirdly using a smartphone, fourthly listening earphones, fifthly being 

on the phone and the least eating (Figure 36). Males main side activity was also chatting, 

secondly listening earphones, thirdly using smartphone, fourthly using a babypram and 

fifthly resting. According to the data most of the side activities were done by both – males 

and females – but resting was only done by males and eating only by females. 

 

Figure 36. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 all side activities by gender. 

3.4.2. Intervention area activities 

Out of all intervention area users, BBAT1 has identified only two different types of 

activities – firstly sitting or crouching by two/third of users and secondly standing by 

one/third of users (Figure 37). BBAT-HF1 observations identified six different activities – 

the most popular was standing, secondly walking quickly for transport and strolling, thirdly 

sitting or crouching, fourthly fishing, fifthly walking with a dog and lastly cycling. In 

BBAT1 data there was more than four times more people sitting or crouching, but 1/3 less 

people standing than in BBAT-HF1 data.  
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Figure 37. Proportions of all activities by area users in intervention area (100% = all BBAT-HF1 users; 

100% = all BBAT1 users). 

In BBAT1 data, the most popular activity in all day in intervention area was sitting or 

crouching, there was no activity in the mornings (Figure 38). Second most popular activity 

at lunchtimes and in afternoons was standing. In BBAT-HF1 data, the most popular 

activity in all day in intervention area was standing (Figure 39). Second most popular 

activity in the mornings and in afternoons was walking, at lunchtimes fishing. The least 

popular activity in the mornings and at lunchtimes was cycling, in afternoons also walking 

with a dog.  

 

Figure 38. Proportions of BBAT1 activities by users within the time of the day in intervention area (100% = 

morning + lunch + afternoon). 
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Figure 39. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 activities by users within the time of the day in intervention area 

(100% = morning + lunch + afternoon). 

From BBAT1 data it turned out that both, males and females, were engaged with two 

different activities (Figure 40). Males most popular activity was sitting or crouching in 

intervention area and females standing. There were two times more sitting or crouching by 

females than standing and three times more sitting or crouching by males than standing. 

 

Figure 40. Proportions of BBAT1 activities by gender in intervention area (100% = all male users; 100% = 

all female users). 

From BBAT-HF1 data it turned out that females were engaged with four different 

activities, males with six (Figure 41). The most popular activity among females was 
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standing, secondly walking, thirdly sitting or crouching and lastly walking with a dog. The 

most popular activity among males was standing as well, secondly fishing, thirdly walking, 

fourthly sitting or crouching, fifthly walking with a dog and lastly cycling. Most of the 

activities were done by both genders, only cycling and fishing were done by males in 

intervention area. Only walking with a dog was an activity that males did more than 

females, otherwise females were standing, walking and sitting or crouching more than 

males.  

 

Figure 41. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 activities by gender in intervention area (100% = all male users; 100% 

= all female users). 

Altogether during BBAT1 observations people were up to seven different side activities in 

addition to main activities described before in intervention area (Figure 42). Most popular 

side activities were chatting and observing, second place was shared by using a smartphone 

and babypram, and the third place was shared by resting, reading and drinking.  

During BBAT-HF1 observations people were up to six different side activities (Figure 43). 

Most popular side activity was chatting, secondly using a smartphone, thirdly listening 

earphones, fourthly resting, fifthly eating and lastly being on the phone.    
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Figure 42. Proportions of BBAT1 side activities by users in intervention area.  

 

Figure 43. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 side activities by users in intervention area. 

BBAT1 side activities in intervention area were mainly done by females – mostly using 

smartphone and using a babypram, and secondly resting, observing, reading and chatting 

(Figure 44). Males main side activities were chatting and observing, secondly drinking. 

According to the data two side activities were done by both, males and females, but 

drinking was only done by males and resting, reading, using smartphone and babypram 

only by females. 
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Figure 44. Proportions of BBAT1 side activities by gender in intervention area (100% = all male users; 

100% = all female users). 

BBAT-HF1 side activities in intervention area were mainly done by females – mostly 

chatting, secondly using smartphone, thirdly eating and lastly being on the phone (Figure 

45). Males main side activity was chatting too, secondly listening earphones, thirdly using 

smartphone and lastly resting. According to the data two side activities were done by both 

genders, but resting and listening earphones were only done by males and being on the 

phone and eating only by females. 

 

Figure 45. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 side activities by gender in intervention area (100% = all male users; 

100% = all female users). 
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3.4.3. Path area activities 

Out of all path area users, BBAT1 has identified five different types of activities – firstly 

walking by two/third of users, secondly walking with a dog, and third place was shared by 

standing, running and jogging and cycling (Figure 46). BBAT-HF1 observations identified 

eight different activities – the most popular was walking, secondly running and jogging, 

thirdly cycling, fourthly Nordic walking with poles, fifthly walking with a dog, sixthly 

standing and lastly rollerblading and sitting or crouching.  

 

Figure 46. Proportions of all activities by area users in path area (100% = all BBAT-HF1 users; 100% = all 

BBAT1 users). 

In BBAT1 data, the most popular activity in all day in path area was walking, there was no 

activity in the mornings (Figure 47). Second most popular activity at lunchtimes was 

walking with a dog and in afternoons cycling. The least popular activity at lunchtimes was 

cycling and in afternoons, as already mentioned, also cycling as there were only two 

different activities done by people in afternoons. In BBAT-HF1 data, the most popular 

activity in all day in path area was walking as well (Figure 48). Second most popular 

activity in the mornings was cycling, at lunchtimes Nordic walking with poles and in 

afternoons running and jogging. The least popular activity in the mornings and at 

lunchtimes was rollerblading, in afternoons kick-scooters.  
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Figure 47. Proportions of BBAT1 activities by users within the time of the day in path area (100% = 

morning + lunch + afternoon users). 

 

Figure 48. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 activities by users within the time of the day in path area (100% = 

morning + lunch + afternoon users). 

In BBAT1 data, females were engaged with three different activities, males with three 

(Figure 49). Most popular activity among females was walking, second place belongs to 

walking with a dog and third place to standing. The most popular activity among males 

was walking too, and secondly running and jogging and cycling. Only one activity that was 

the most popular, walking, was only done by both, males and females, but running and 
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jogging and cycling were only done by males and standing and walking with a dog only by 

females. 

 

Figure 49. Proportions of BBAT1 activities by gender on path (100% = all male users; 100% = all female 

users).  

In BBAT-HF1 data, females were engaged with eight different activities, males with nine 

(Figure 50). Most popular activity among females was walking, second place was shared 

by Nordic walking with poles and cycling, thirdly running and jogging, fourthly walking 

with a dog, fifthly standing and lastly rollerblading and using a kick-scooter. The most 

popular activity among males was walking as well and secondly running and jogging, 

thirdly cycling, fourthly standing, fifthly walking with a dog, sixthly rollerblading, 

seventhly Nordic walking with poles, eighthly sitting or crouching and lastly using a 

wheelchair. Most of the activities were done by both, males and females, but sitting or 

crouching and using a wheelchair were only done by males and using a kick-scooter only 

by females. 
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Figure 50. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 activities by gender on path (100% = all male users; 100% = all 

female users).  

Altogether during BBAT1 observations people were up to three different side activities in 

addition to main activities described before in path area (Figure 51). Most popular side 

activity was chatting, secondly using a babypram, and lastly using a smartphone.   

 

Figure 51. Proportions of BBAT1 side activities by users on path. 

Altogether during BBAT-HF1 observations people were up to five different side activities 

(Figure 52). Most popular side activity was chatting, secondly using a babypram, thirdly 

using a smartphone, fourthly listening earphones and lastly being in the phone.   
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Figure 52. Proportions of BBAT1 side activities by users on path. 

BBAT1 side activities in path area were mostly done by both – males and females (Figure 

53). Females were chatting a lot and secondly using a babypram and a smartphone. Males 

main side activities were almost the same – chatting and using a babypram. Males did not 

use their smartphones, it was only done by females.  

 

Figure 53. Proportions of BBAT1 side activities by gender in path area (100% = all male users; 100% = all 

female users). 

BBAT-HF1 side activities in path area were all done by both – males and females (Figure 

54). Side activities among females were: firstly chatting, secondly using a babypram, 

thirdly listening earphones and using a smartphone and lastly being on the phone. Males 
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main side activity was also chatting, secondly using a smartphone, thirdly listening 

earphones and lastly using a babypram.  

 

Figure 54. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 side activities by gender in path area (100% = all male users; 100% = 

all female users). 

3.4.4. Other area activities 

Out of all other area users, BBAT1 has identified four different types of activities – first 

place was shared by walking, skiing and a child playing freely and secondly walking with a 

dog (Figure 55). BBAT-HF1 observations identified also four different activities – the 

most popular was walking with a dog, secondly walking quickly for transport and strolling, 

thirdly standing and fourthly running and jogging. In BBAT1 data there was more than 

three times more people walking with a dog than in BBAT-HF1 data. 
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Figure 55. Proportions of all activities by area users in other area (100% = all BBAT-HF1 users; 100% = all 

BBAT1 users). 

In BBAT1 data, the most popular activities in other area at lunchtimes were walking and a 

child playing freely and in afternoons skiing, there was no activity in the mornings (Figure 

56). Second most popular activity at lunchtimes was walking with a dog. There were no 

more activities done in other area. In BBAT-HF1 data, the most popular activity in other 

area in the mornings and at lunchtimes was walking with a dog and in afternoons walking 

(Figure 57). Second most popular activities are exactly vice versa – in the mornings and at 

lunchtimes walking and in afternoons walking with a dog. The least popular activity in 

afternoons was running and jogging. 

 

Figure 56. Proportions of BBAT1 activities by users within the time of the day in other area (100% = 

morning + lunch + afternoon users). 
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Figure 57. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 activities by users within the time of the day in other area (100% = 

morning + lunch + afternoon users). 

In BBAT1 data, females were engaged with three different activities, males with four 

(Figure 58). All females’ activities were the same popular – walking, walking with a dog 

and a child playing freely. The most popular activity among males was skiing and second 

place was shared by standing, walking and a child playing freely. Two activities, walking 

and a child playing freely, were done by both, males and females, but standing and skiing 

were only done by males and walking with a dog only by females. 

 

Figure 58. Proportions of BBAT1 activities by gender in other area (100% = all male users; 100% = all 

female users). 
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In BBAT-HF1 data, females were engaged with four different activities, males with three 

(Figure 59). Most popular activity among females was walking, secondly standing, thirdly 

sitting or crouching and lastly walking with a dog. The most popular activity among males 

was walking with a dog, secondly strolling or walking quickly for transport and lastly 

running and jogging. Two activities, walking and walking with a dog, were only done by 

both, males and females, but running and jogging was only done by males and sitting or 

crouching and standing only by females. 

 

Figure 59. Proportions of BBAT1 activities by gender in other area (100% = all male users; 100% = all 

female users). 

Altogether during BBAT1 observations people were up to only one side activity in 

addition to main activities described before in other area – chatting (Figure 60). This side 

activity was done by both – males and females equally.  

During BBAT-HF1 observations people were up to three different side activities (Figure 

61). Most popular side activity was chatting, secondly being on the phone and thirdly 

listening earphones.   
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Figure 60. Proportions of BBAT1 side activities by users in other area. 

 

Figure 61. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 side activities by users in other area.  

BBAT-HF1 side activities in other area were done by both – males and females (Figure 

62). Females mostly were chatting and secondly, they were on the phone. Males main side 

activity was the same – chatting, but secondly listening earphones. According to the data, 

one side activity, chatting, was done by both, males and females, but listening earphones 

only done by males and being on the phone only by females. 
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Figure 62. Proportions of BBAT-HF1 side activities by gender in path area (100% = all male users; 100% = 

all female users). 

3.4.5. Similarities and differences between activities registered on site of BBAT and 

BBAT-HF datasets 

Out of all areas the path was used the most and other area (expansive lawn and reed areas, 

see Figure 9 on page 32) the least. The most popular activity was walking, for both, males 

and females – as the proportion of walking was big, then if to remove walking form the 

statistics, the most popular activity was sitting or crouching (in weekdays, in weekends 

was standing) according to BBAT1 data and running or jogging (in all week) by BBAT-

HF1 data. Altogether eight (six different in weekdays, four in weekends), according to 

BBAT1 data, and eleven (eight different in weekdays, nine in weekends), by BBAT-HF1 

data, different activities took place in all over the area. The most popular activities after 

walking for males and females were: according to BBAT1 data – sitting or crouching, but 

for females also walking with a dog, and by BBAT-HF1 data – for males running or 

jogging, but for females walking with a dog. Most popular side activities were chatting and 

using a babypram. 

In intervention area the most popular activity all day according to BBAT1 data was sitting 

or crouching and according to BBAT-HF1 data standing, for both, males and females. 

Altogether two, by BBAT1 data, and six, according to BBAT-HF1 data, different activities 

took place in intervention area. Most popular side activity was chatting (in BBAT1 data 

among males, in BBAT-HF1 data for both genders), secondly according to BBAT1 data 
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observing (second most popular activity among males) and according to BBAT-HF1 data 

using a smartphone (among females). Most popular side activities among females in 

BBAT1 data were using a smartphone and using a babypram. As the platform has two 

benches that could be used for sitting, and in the end plenty of room for standing (the most 

popular activities) to enjoy and observe the view, water, nature and/or to chat (most 

popular side activities) with someone, peoples’ intervention area usage is not surprising. 

Especially it is important to mention, that fishermans have found the place and used it also 

for fishing in weekends, as BBAT-HF1 data has identified.     

In path area most obviously the most popular activity was walking, for both, males and 

females, but if to exclude walking, then according to BBAT1 data walking with a dog (at 

lunchtimes, among females) and by BBAT-HF1 data running and jogging (in afternoons, 

among males). Altogether five, according to BBAT1 data, and eight, by BBAT-HF1 data, 

different activities took place in path area. Most popular side activity for males and 

females was chatting, secondly using a babypram (among females). As the path area has 

very good paved light traffic road and besides it a part of the path with gravel covering, it 

was expected, that people will use it the most for walking, sometimes with a babypram 

(one of the most popular side activity), and different sport activities (more in afternoons) 

like running and jogging (most popular activities).  

BBAT1 data has captured less path users than BBAT-HF1 data – the reason is probably 

because BBAT observations probably miss a lot of short-duration activities in the area 

because of its observation methodology and path area is the one for these kinds of 

activities as intervention area and other area contain more longer-duration activities that 

won’t be missed by BBAT methodology that often. This is also supported by the activities 

other than walking results, where it came out that in BBAT1, the least popular activities 

were short-duration activities, like running and jogging, cycling etc. and the most popular 

ones were longer-duration activities, like sitting or crouching, standing etc. and in BBAT-

HF1, the results were exactly vice versa, the most popular activities were running and 

jogging, but also cycling, and less popular were sitting or crouching, fishing etc.   

In other area the most popular activities in BBAT data were walking (at lunchtimes, among 

females), skiing (in afternoons, among males) and a child playing freely (at lunchtimes, 
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among females), but in BBAT-HF1 data, walking with a dog (in the mornings and at 

lunchtimes, among males, for females the most popular activity was walking that was the 

most popular activity in afternoons). Altogether four different activities in both data sets 

took place in other area. The most popular side activity among males and females was 

chatting. As the other area was mostly natural area with grass cover, it makes sense that it 

was used more for the activities with animals, like walking with a dog, or with children, 

like playing (most popular activities) or in the winter for skiing, besides walking.  

3.5. Hot Spot analyses 

For analysing geographical patterns, mainly three different observation data sets were 

analysed: BBAT-HF2 – the data that includes all BBAT-HF1 observation points, but the 

points located in the ends, where there are benches were excluded as most of the people 

always enter the area from one or another side and BBAT1 – the data that includes only the 

data of the intervention area in between two waterbodies with weather condition 

temperature +11oC or under. 

3.5.1. BBAT1 and BBAT-HF2 Hot spot analyses 

From BBAT1 Hot Spot analyses it turns out that with 99% confidence people were 

gathering on a path and at the first big bench on the platform (Figure 63). With 95% 

confidence people were at the sides of the path and in other area near the first big 

intervention bench. The path has obviously the highest gathering of point, but the whole 

path is not coming out as Hot Spot because there was sparse data.  

From BBAT-HF2 Hot Spot analyses it turns out that with 99% confidence people were 

gathering only on a path (Figure 64). With 95% confidence people were at the sides of the 

path and in the end on the very intervention platform that is on the water. There is also one 

analyses unit, where people were gathering with 90% confidence.  
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Figure 63. BBAT1 Hot Spot map. 

 

Figure 64. BBAT-HF2 Hot Spot map. 
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3.5.2. Geographical patterns similarities and differences of BBAT and BBAT-HF1 

datasets 

The Hot Spot on the main pedestrian path area is visible in both datasets. From BBAT1 

data, another Hot Spot around the big linear bench of the intervention is coming out, but in 

BBAT-HF2 data that Hot Spot is not visible, but instead another Hot Spot at the end of the 

platform with a small bench near the water comes out. One reason for the mismatch 

between Hot Spots on the intervention could be the difference in methods – BBAT1 had 

less data and according to used methodology, visual scans during the observation were 

done on this area only once, BBAT-HF2 used the methodology of doing visual scans in the 

area in every 20 seconds and gathered more data and factored in the time that people spent 

at the site. The long linear bench was also used according to BBAHT-HF2 data, but just 

not that much to be detected as a Hot Spot (an elevated number of points above the average 

surrounding context). Another explanation could be that (between time of collecting BBAT 

data and BBAT-HF2 data) there have been changes in people – they have become aware 

that the view in the end, closeness to the water and naturalness is something special and 

they have chosen the intervention ending area more instead of the first bench that has less 

connection with water, naturalness and is more in open windy area.  

3.6. Interviews on site 

3.6.1. General distribution by age, gender and living locations 

All together 15 persons were interviewed – 7 males and 8 females (Figure 65). Most of 

them are in between the ages of 18-24 – four males and four females (half of the 

questioned females), three males and two females (one third of questioned females) are in 

between 25-34 and two females (one third of questioned females) in between 35-44.  
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Figure 65. Interviewees distribution by gender and age group. 

Half of the interviewed people are living in Annelinn (7), 3 persons in Ülejõe, 2 in 

Tähtvere, 1 in Kesklinn, 1 in Tammelinn and one person, who before lived in Annelinn had 

recently moved out of Tartu. On average, people have lived in Annelinn more than 7 years 

as one person have lived there already more than 20 years, but one person had just moved 

there and lived only 3 months. People in Ülejõe have lived there on average 3,5 years as 

the longest period is 5 years and the shortest period half a year. In Tähtvere the average is 

2,25 years, in Kesklinn 4 years, Tammelinn at least 37 years and out of Tartu 1 year. 

People have mainly moved to Annelinn because of the cheap apartment offers or because 

there is no need to pay rent at all, but also because of partners, school and work. People 

moved to Ülejõe, because of the good location, that means it is close to the city centre, but 

also because of cheap offers and school. To Tähtvere, because Annelinn would be too far 

from school and work, but also there were cheap offers. One person moved to Kesklinn 

because of work and a partner. A person in Tammelinn has lived there for the whole life. 

Main reason moving out of Tartu was getting a private house.    

To answer the question “Who, if anyone, do you go with to the area?” people had a change 

to answer with multiple answers (Figure 66). Most of the people visit the area usually with 

somebody – the most with a partner, but also with friends, children or a dog. 3 people are 

mainly visiting the area alone, 1 person only sometimes (not all the time) alone.  
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Figure 66. With whom interviewees visit the area. 

3.6.2. Reasons for using various green and blue areas 

To answer this question people had a chance to answer with multiple answers (Figure 67). 

The biggest reason, why people use different areas is the functionality of the area and 

facilities that are there – for example sitting places, platforms, shelters, information boards, 

lighting, trash bins, dog parks etc. Naturalness, hiddenness and quietness, but also good 

infrastructure (trail systems, light traffic roads or other walking paths etc.) and accessibility 

of the area are important as well. Originality, areas specific atmosphere or vibe, sports 

facilities (like jogging/running trails, outdoor gym, cycling paths etc.), closeness to the 

water and privacy, separateness or that there are only few people in the area are a bit less 

important elements for people choosing which areas to use. Also, important, but the least 

from this list, are cleanliness and maintenance of the area, and different views and 

viewpoints.  

 

Figure 67. Motivating forces (elements/features etc.) why people use various spaces.  
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3.6.3. Memories about the area before intervention 

Five people out of all interviewees (that’s one third) have visited the area for the first time 

after the platform was built. Ten people (two thirds) have visited the area before the 

platform was constructed there. 3 people remember it as an unmaintained swampy area 

covered with reed and willow bushes that wasn’t used much before the light traffic road 

was made. Six people have their first memories of the area when it was already a bit more 

maintained, there was a road for walking and peaceful environment near the water with 

lighting and sitting areas. One person’s memory is associated with people sunbathing on 

the grass, who come to sunbath already early in the spring when the first warmer sun 

comes out. The other one remembers extra cold winters, when there was ice cover on the 

river and Anne canal and it was possible to just come home (to Annelinn) from Karlova 

straight as you could walk on the ice. A couple of more interesting memories: “It was a hot 

summer and I went swimming to canal and it turned out that the water was even hotter 

than the temperature and it made me quite sad.” “It was summer – grass was green, trees 

had leaves on, birds were singing. People were walking with dogs, some people were 

sitting on the benches next to the trail. From far I saw something in the reed, but couldn’t 

understand what was it. It seemed to be something old already. It was this platform.” 

(Female 18-24). And a memory from one winter: “First memory about this area is from 

winter time, when city was collecting all Christmas trees together and made fire sculptures 

(in between Anne canal and Emajõgi area) here” (Male 25-34). 

3.6.4. The feelings about the intervention area 

One person said that earlier, when different elements (platform, light traffic road, shelters 

etc.) weren’t developed and built, it was very depressing area that was used mostly by 

people only when some event took place. That is why most of the interviewed people 

overall are very happy when canal area, especially this side of the canal, is developing and 

maintained more as in this way more and more people start to use the area. 2/3 of 

interviewed people think that the location for the platform is good, materials are fitting to 

the existing environment and now area users think also on this side of the canal about the 

water and accessibility to the water. Before, when the views to the canal were closed, 

people did not show any interest on this side of the canal to find access to the water, but 
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now this is another motivation to go outside and enjoy nature in the middle of the city. One 

person describes the area as a very romantic place that surprised him very positively. 

Another person says that “interesting and exciting platform that is noticeable already from 

far.” (Female 35-44). For 1/3 of the interviewees the location is not good for the platform – 

from far it is hard to notice it, the platform is too small and nothing special to them, it 

hasn’t changed anything as they don’t visit the area because of the platform more or less 

often. One person says: “The reed should be removed as it gives the feeling that this 

platform is very old and abandoned.” (Male 18-24). Most of the interviewees say that they 

don’t plan at home, that they will go to the platform to do some certain activities, 

everything happens on an ongoing basis, usually it is just on their way and they just step-

by. But they would like to see around more such platforms and accesses to the water as 

existing one is too small for using it by different people/pairs or groups at the same time.  

3.6.4.1. Thoughts about the changes 

All of the interviewees have noticed the changes – 2/3 mention the platform, 1/3 new 

buildings and water park that is there in the summertime. People are not happy with the 

buildings constructions and say that these new buildings don’t fit to the area. But they 

think that a water park in the summer is a good idea and brings more people to the area. 

Only one person mentioned bike sharing and new bike parking places and thinks that it 

raises the value of the area a lot. Two females (18-24) say that the changes hasn’t been 

major or extraordinary to them.  

Most of the people are happy with the changes related with this platform as they describe it 

as “A very original place” (Female 25-34), “Nice and well designed” (Female 35-44), but 

there are also people, who say that “It fits here, nothing special, but not boring” (Male 25-

34) or “I think nothing of it, not very interested. It is too small and is situated to an ugly 

place (reed all around), there is no beautiful view or any practical value” (Male 18-24).  

3.6.4.2. Activities on the intervention  

To answer this question people had a change to answer with multiple answers (Figure 68). 

Most of the people are sitting and/or having a rest on the intervention. Second most 
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popular activity is walking that is only half as popular as sitting/having a rest, third is 

enjoying the closeness to the water, observing the water and/or the canal and fourth 

enjoying and observing nature. Less people are enjoying a view, observing people and 

communicating with partner and/or friends. The least popular activities done on the 

intervention are standing, observing surroundings, kissing and drinking beer with friends.   

 

Figure 68. Activities on the intervention. 

3.6.4.3. Missing elements from the design 

To answer this question people had a change to answer with multiple answers (Figure 69). 

The biggest concern that people have is that the intervention does not have any kind of 

lighting, as people are worried about the overall suspicious fame of the place, probably 

because of the unpleasant gatherings near sitting areas that sometimes take place, that they 

have mentioned. People also wish more open views and for that more reed should be 

removed around the intervention, but they have also noticed that there are no trash bins 

near-by as there could be seen trash on the ground and in the water. A bit less people wish 

to have a sign about the intervention next to light traffic road as it is not clear from far 

what is it exactly or is it for public use and in the end a bench with different design as 

existing one reminds to people sand boxes – they would like to have a bench with a back 

there. For some people this platform is too small and if it is already occupied, they don’t 

stop to wait for their turn – they would have liked a bigger ending platform or more similar 
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platforms on this side of the canal. Also, for some people this area is too boring and they 

would like to see more trees and plants there (that also could be colorful) – vegetation 

could also help to hide from the winds and offer a shelter.  

 

Figure 69. Missing elements from intervention design. 

3.6.5. Keywords “nature”, “naturalness”, “water” and “views” repetition in people’s 

answers 

Three questions answers are analysed, “What is the motivating force for using the space 

(specific element/feature)?”, meaning overall various spaces, “Why do you go there?”, 

meaning Anne canal intervention area and “Why do you come to the space?”, meaning the 

intervention itself, for comparing the usage of four keywords: “nature”, “naturalness”, 

“water” and “views” (Figure 70). 

For answering these questions, people mentioned words “nature” for six times, 

“naturalness” four times, “water” seven times and “views” three times. For the first 

question, “What is the motivating force for using the space (specific element/feature)?”, 

word “nature” was mentioned once, “naturalness” twice, “water” three times and “views” 

twice. For the second question, “Why do you go there?”, word “nature” was mentioned 

twice, “water” twice and “views” once, a word “naturalness” wasn’t used at all. For the 

third question, “Why do you come to the space?”, word “nature” was mentioned three 

times, “naturalness” twice, “water” twice and “views” wasn’t used at all. 
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Figure 70. Keywords repetition in different answers – at first why people use various spaces, secondly why 

they go to the intervention area and thirdly why they go to the intervention itself. 

Three more questions answers are analysed, “What do you like about the space”, “What did 

you like about the space before, what do you like about it now?” and “What didn’t you like 

about the space before, what don’t you like about it now?”, for comparing the usage of 

four keywords: “nature”, “naturalness”, “water” and “views” (Figure 71). All three 

questions were asked about Anne canal intervention.  

For answering these questions, people mentioned words “nature” for one time, 

“naturalness” two times, “water” ten times and “views” six times. For the first question, 

“What do you like about the space?”, word “nature” was mentioned once, “water” six 

times and “views” once, a word “naturalness” wasn’t used at all. For the second question, 

“What did you like about the space before, what do you like about it now?”, word 

“naturalness” was mentioned twice, “water” three times and “views” once, a word 

“nature” wasn’t used at all. For the third question, “What didn’t you like about the space 

before, what don’t you like about it now?”, the words had a negative meaning, word 

“water” was mentioned one time, “views” four times, “nature” and “naturalness” weren’t 

used at all. 
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Figure 71. Keywords repetition in different answers about Anne canal intervention including negative 

aspects. 

It turns out that answering to an overall question - What is the motivating force for using 

the space (specific element/feature)? – that is asking about why people are using different 

areas (everywhere), the variety of keywords use is the biggest – water is the most 

important, but also naturalness and views. If people are asked more specifically about the 

Anne canal and intervention area, they start to use less of the analysed keywords – for 

describing why they go there they use mostly nature-related keywords, if they describe, 

what do they like about the space, meaning intervention, then they use the most word 

“water” as it seems to be the most important element there, besides “nature” and 

“naturalness”. They almost don’t use keyword “views”, more only when they bring out 

negative aspects of the place – it shows that views in intervention area have lower value for 

interviewees.  

3.6.6. A conclusion of interviewees feelings and thoughts about the intervention and 

area around it 

From interviewees almost half (7) are males and the other half (8) females, half of the 

questioned people (8) are in age group 18-24, one third (5) in 25-34 and two people in 35-

44. Almost half of interviewees (7) live in Annelinn and 3 close-by in Ülejõe, other five 

live further away (in Tähtvere, Kesklinn, Tammlinn or out of Tartu). The area is used 

mostly with someone, only three people visit it usually alone. If people say, that overall 
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main motivating forces to visit different areas and spaces are functionality and existing 

facilities (benches, platforms, lighting etc.), areas naturalness, hiddenness and quietness, 

but also good infrastructure (tail systems etc.) and accessibility, then this intervention area 

they use mainly because it is on their way or close to their homes and if the platform is 

empty, they just go and make a little stop there and it is a natural area in the middle of the 

city, where you can go close to the water. So overall they use this intervention also of the 

reasons they mentioned why they use different areas in general – naturalness and 

functionality (to go close to the water). Main activities they do there are sitting or having a 

rest, but also walking and enjoying the closeness to the water and observing the water 

and/or the canal. These are expected activities there, but especially interesting was that one 

person described the area as a very romantic place to go with a partner for spending time 

together and kissing.  

People’s memories of the area are different, because they are from different time periods 

because of the differences of their ages – some remember it as unmaintained swampy area 

covered with reed and willow bushes that wasn’t used almost at all, others remember it 

from the times when the infrastructure started to develop and people started to use the area 

more, 5 people have been there only after the platform was built.  

There are two types of answers and opinions – ones say that the idea of the intervention is 

very good, materials are nice, design is nice and simple, the location is okay and it is very 

good idea to develop this part of the canal area too, but others say that the location is not 

good, the platform is too small, views are ugly and it is nothing special for them. People 

wish to have more these kinds of platforms around the canal area and also by riverside as 

this one is only for one person/pair/group use – if on the platform there is already someone, 

then people just pass and don’t stop for waiting for their turn. But people would like to see 

the most at the existing intervention lighting as the place has a bit suspicious fame. 

Secondly, they wish for trash bins and more open views that would mean to remove reed – 

this would also solve the problem, that the place is hardly noticeable, but by removing 

reeds the place would be more noticeable – or there should be a sign next to light traffic 

road, as they say, with the information what it is and that everybody can use it. At the same 

time some people still think that reed is making this place special as it makes it a bit hidden 

and also keeps stronger winds away.     
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If to look at peoples’ language use, then it turns out that if they speak about overall topics, 

like why they use various areas, they use a lot more of the nature and landscape related 

keywords (nature, naturalness, water and views) than speaking about this certain 

intervention. The more they start to discuss topics about the intervention, the less they use 

these keywords and drastically changes the use of the word “views” as it acquires the use 

in negative form. Probably because people were mentioning many times that they would 

like to see more open views and less reed, but some people mentioned that before they did 

not like that there were no views to the water, but now, when the view is opened, they 

don’t like that they see these ugly apartment buildings across the canal as it makes the view 

ugly. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

According to the general distribution by age and gender, but also Tartu city population 

pyramid proportions, it could be seen that the BlueHealth intervention at Anne canal hasn’t 

changed the character of area in such a way that usage would be equal for all age groups – 

children (0-12), but also teens (13-20) seems not to go there more often when comparing it 

to other age groups. Adults (21-59) and older people (60+) are at times over represented – 

it shows that the area is used more by certain groups of population rather than everyone 

equally.   

Comparing different data sets, it is clear that high frequency observation methodology 

developed specifically for this thesis gives different results than low frequency 

methodology that was used as a standard for all BlueHealth behaviour observations. 

Differences, at least to some degree, could be seen in all analysed topics – demographic 

characteristics, social interaction, activities and Hot Spot analyses. In each results’ analyses 

there are some topics where there are less differences (less than 10%), for example area 

usage in groups or by age groups 0-12 and 13-20, path area Hot Spot analyses, but also 

some topics, where the differences in between two datasets are a lot bigger, for example 

morning area users, social interaction “alone” and “in pairs” data, the difference in 60+ 

females data, sub-areas usage, intervention area Hot Spot analyses etc. – it is very hard to 

see any pattern that which data sets would be the most appropriate to compare. The 

differences were mainly due to that BBAT data collection frequency was too sparse as it 

didn’t capture precisely short-duration activities, but BBAT-HF method allowed it.    

The most popular times for visiting the area according to both datasets by both genders by 

all age groups were: in weekdays at lunchtimes, when walking, standing and sitting or 

crouching were popular activities, and in weekends according to BBAT-HF and BBAT-

HF1 data afternoons, when walking and running and jogging were popular activities, but 

according to BBAT data in addition to afternoons also at lunchtimes, when walking and 

standing were popular activities, as in weekdays. The least popular were mornings for the 

whole week, when walking, cycling in weekdays, but in weekends also standing, were 

quite popular activities.  
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According to both datasets, walking was the most popular activity in all week in all times, 

but if to exclude it, running and jogging was half more popular in afternoons than other 

times in days, but cycling was half more popular in the mornings. Running and jogging 

was quite popular also in weekdays mornings. People usually go to work and/or school on 

foot or with a bike and that is why these activities are the most popular in the mornings. 

There are two types of people – ones, who do their workout in the mornings before they 

have to go and do their everyday duties, and others, who prefer to work out after their 

duties, so in afternoons (as the afternoon observation times are in between 15.00-19.00, the 

time after everyday work goes in to this observation time period). This explains running 

and jogging popularity in the mornings and afternoons. Nordic walking with poles and 

standing were the most popular at lunchtimes. As it turned out from demographic analyses 

that elderly people (60+) were usually using the area at lunchtimes and Nordic walking is 

also popular at lunchtimes, it could be assumed that this activity is mainly done by older 

people. Standing at lunchtimes is two times more popular on path than on intervention. On 

intervention, the most popular standing point is the ending, on path the most popular 

standing point is near the southern bench that is next to light traffic road and the most 

popular side activity there is using smartphone. A lot of people are not good at doing 

multiple things at the same time, it was also many times seen on the observations that 

people stop for using their smartphones.  

As discussed in literature review, urban spaces consist of landscape elements and 

affordances that in turn influences peoples’ physical activity, but if the places are not 

attractive or far away, people’s physical activity levels increase or they may stop using 

these areas. This is also supported by the result of this thesis as path area was the most 

used for walking, running and jogging and cycling, intervention for sitting or crouching 

and standing and other area for walking, a child playing freely, skiing and walking with a 

dog. Path affords people to use the path for different kinds of activities that consider hard 

or gravel paving, the intervention provides opportunities to sit or stand on the platform and 

other area, mainly grass areas, are providing opportunities for playing, skiing etc. The 

triangular platform next to the first linear bench in intervention area wasn’t used almost at 

all – that may tell that people see it mostly as a random element they don’t know how to 

use or it is not very challenging for children as children were playing freely more in other 

area on the grass. This is also supported by literature review where in many studies it came 

out that just randomly added new attributes to the area may not increase their usage, but 
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also new elements should offer challenges, for example for children. In addition, some 

people mentioned in their interviews that the platform is too hidden, it is far away, too 

small or it just does not get into their way and they don’t think much of it as it is nothing 

special for them. As the age group 0-12 usage was minimal, it means mostly that it is 

because of parents, who just don’t take their children with them to the area and don’t create 

a habit to spend time also outside. As already discussed in literature review, if there is no 

habit to spend time outside or go to the area, the less likely they will do it by themselves 

also when growing up and getting old. From literature review it came out that studies have 

shown that youngsters and adults choose more specifically where they would like to spend 

their time and important elements for them are existence of trees, lighting and closeness to 

a waterbody. In Anne canal intervention area, age group 13-20 area usage level was similar 

to this age group level in population of Tartu and it shows that at least some teens have 

found a suitable area for spending some of their time outside not only inside.         

From the BBAT-High Frequency data Hot Spot analyses it seems that the first intervention 

part with the big linear bench was not that important for people anymore and the last part 

on the water was used more. If that difference reflects a changed use pattern after the 

novelty of the design has had a change to wane off, it could be suggested that possibly the 

first part could have been built less spaciously – the gravel road could have continued until 

the reeds instead of building there the first big bench and triangular platform – and the 

money saved from that could have been used for building more similar platforms around 

on the water. It also comes out from the interviews that as it is quite small platform, it 

could be called “intervention for one” – if there was already someone, a pair or group of 

people, then others didn’t go there and that is why people have wished to have more these 

kinds of platforms there. So further around the area there could be more of the places that 

could have connection with water, for example to create connection with the shelters or 

benches in the area between the two waterbodies, and build a couple of more small 

accesses to the water, like platforms on the water, gravel road connecting it with the light 

traffic road (Figure 72). As this thesis analysed only the area in between two waterbodies, 

still also other canal areas and riverside shouldn’t be forgotten, but taken into account and 

analysed where these kinds of platforms and accesses would fit also there.   
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Figure 72. A proposal of the locations and connections for new platforms in between two waterbodies (base 

map: Maa-amet 2017). 

Results of this thesis are helping to understand the usage of built platform to Anne canal 

area by BlueHealth project. These results helped to find out users’ behaviour patterns and 

the space usage, most popular times for visiting the area and most popular activities, but 

also to get better understanding of individual and collective area usage. At the same time as 

qualitative feedback was collected by doing interviews, more complete picture of the area 

and its usage can be seen as it won’t be only observer’s interpretation. This information 

could be used when designing or planning something similar, as a simulation.  

Further research can be made on the basis of gathered data. For example, it could be 

investigated for how long people spent on average the time in the overall area, but also the 

same about the sub-areas. It would be also possible to analyse for how long people spent 

time for different activities and what was the average of doing one activity. It would be 

also interesting to analyse how many activities each person did at a time or during visiting 

one area (intervention, path or other area) and how area visits or doing different activities 

in the area were related with weather conditions. These results could be compared with the 

results of the BBAT observations from all around the Anne canal. 
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SUMMARY 

Public health and its relation with green and blue areas has been more and more actual 

topic over the years – because of the densification there are less and less natural areas in 

cities that play an important role in climate change mitigation and adaption, but are also 

providing city’s ecosystem services that in turn has been proved to have wider benefits to 

people and their health. Anne canal area is big recreational area in Tartu city for citizens 

that could improve their health and wellbeing. This thesis was observing Anne canal area 

in between Anne canal and Emajõgi, where a platform was built for BlueHealth project. 

The focus of the BlueHealth research project was to build a small-scale intervention and 

investigate how that would change the visitors’ behaviour characteristics for the entire 

area. A novel behaviour observation method with momentary time sampling approach – 

BBAT was used for that purpose, but the observations didn’t capture the use patterns in 

very high detail. The aim of this work was to investigate some of the aspects of health and 

wellbeing in Anne canal area in more detail by using high frequency observations that 

follow the use of area during 1-hour time-samples (BBAT High Frequency) and comparing 

that data with the BBAT dataset. Altogether 18 1-hour observation campaigns were 

conducted and location, activity, and social parameters of every visitor of the area marked 

with the frequency of 20 seconds, giving a total sample of 4024 points in the GIS database. 

In addition, 15 on-site interviews were conducted to gain qualitative insight into visitors’ 

perception about the study area. Out of the data results, gathered by methods named 

before, it could be said, that there are definitely relations between landscape elements and 

area users’ behaviour and there are similarities, but also differences between the data 

obtained by two observation methods.  

This thesis was searching answers for 5 research questions. The results were following:  

1. Are the demographic characteristics in observed area similar or different according 

to two observation techniques – the BBAT and BBAT-High Frequency datasets 

and how it relates to the population of Tartu? 

The observed area is used more by females than males and that is visible in both 

datasets. It is because in Tartu city population, proportionally there is living more 
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females than males. The area is used mostly by the age group 21-59, less by 60+ 

and the least by teens (13-20) and children (0-12). Teens used the area the most in 

weekdays in afternoons, children in weekends at lunchtimes and afternoons. Older 

people tended to use the area more at lunch. At times, the usage was over-

represented by age groups 21-59 and 60+, that means the area was used mostly by 

certain user groups and it wasn’t in common use. The least people visited it in the 

mornings, but more at lunchtimes and in afternoons. BBAT data has captured lot 

less people in the weekdays’ mornings, in all week in the afternoon in age group 

21-59, but a lot more in all week at lunchtimes than BBAT-HF data sets. There are 

differences in between different datasets results, as it may be suspected that BBAT 

may not capture short-duration activities as precisely as the other method.  

2. Is the social interaction (being alone, in pairs or in groups) in observed area similar 

or different according to BBAT and BBAT-High Frequency datasets?  

According to both datasets, the area was used the most alone, secondly in pairs and 

the least in groups. In weekends, there was a lot more usage in pairs and in groups 

and less alone, than in weekdays. There was the most alone usage in whole week at 

lunchtimes. According to BBAT data, people in pairs used the area more at 

lunchtimes, but in groups also in afternoons (weekdays). By BBAT-HF data, 

people in pairs used the area more at lunchtimes in weekdays and in afternoons in 

weekends, but in groups in the mornings and afternoons in weekdays and in 

afternoons in weekends. Big differences between two datasets could potentially be 

explained by the fact, that BBAT method may record less short-term users, that 

only pass the area very quickly.    

3. Are the activities in observed area similar or different according to BBAT and 

BBAT-High Frequency datasets? 

Out of all areas, the path was used the most and other area, that contains expansive 

lawn and reed areas, the least. Walking was the most popular main activity, and 

chatting as a side activity for both genders. According to BBAT data, sitting or 

crouching was the most popular activity in weekdays and standing in weekends, but 

by BBAT-HF data, running and jogging was the most popular through all week. In 

intervention area, the most popular activities were sitting or crouching (BBAT data) 

and standing (BBAT-HF data). In path area, after walking, popular activities were 
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walking with a dog (BBAT data) and running and jogging (BBAT-HF data). In 

other area, walking, skiing, a child playing freely (BBAT data) and walking with a 

dog (BBAT-HF data) were the most popular. Besides chatting, using a babypram 

was also very popular side activity among both genders. These differences are 

proving that BBAT method appears to capture more long-duration activities 

(sitting, standing), but BBAT-HF methodology captures also short-duration 

activities (running and jogging) and contains also the time spent in the area. 

4. Are there any similarities between significant geographical patterns of BBAT and 

BBAT-High Frequency datasets or they differ from each other? 

From both datasets, it turns out that main pedestrian path is an area, where people 

were gathering. Although, BBAT data reveals that the first part of the intervention 

(big bench with a platform) was a place used by people, but according to BBAT-

HF data, people were using more the platform in the end by the water. There could 

be many reasons, why there is such difference. It could be, that as BBAT data has 

been captured a year earlier than BBAT-HF data and there could have been 

changes in peoples’ habits of using the platform. But also, the differences of the 

methodology, mean that BBAT has less data and could be manifesting random 

fluctuations that are picked up on the geostatistical analysis.    

5. How people feel about the intervention and area around it? 

Out of all interviewed people, 7 were males and 8 females. 8 people belonged to 

age group 18-24, 5 to 25-34 and 2 to 35-44. Seven people lived in Annelinn, 7 in 

other areas in Tartu and one out of Tartu. People use the area mostly with together 

someone, only 3 people use it alone. The platform hasn’t affected people’s habits as 

they use it mostly only when they pass it and go there for sitting, but don’t plan to 

go there before specifically. People’s feelings about the area were different – ones 

found the intervention to be a good addition to the area, others didn’t see the 

platform to be anything special. In addition to existing design, people would like to 

see there lighting, trash bins, more opened views by removing reed and a sign next 

to light traffic road explaining what it is.  
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Almost in all research question results, differences between datasets came out, but also 

similarities, for example in geographical patterns analyses in both datasets it turned out that 

path is used a lot by people, but differences were in platform usage. Because of the 

differences in datasets and BBAT sparse dataset, fractal principle was necessary to 

implement for getting more detailed data by using a modified observation method to 

analyse. Based on previous experience with BBAT observations that seem to be confirmed 

with the findings of this research, the shortcoming of BBAT method was that it didn’t 

capture short-duration activities/visits very precisely and that data collection frequency was 

too sparse to be able to describe the usage of intervention in fine detail. Hence, high 

frequency observation method developed for this research made it possible to gain richer 

insight into the usage of the area around the BlueHealth intervention (platform).      

In conclusion, BBAT is one method for observing public spaces and it is useful tool for 

professionals, like planners, designers, landscape architects etc. It could be used in 

different planning and designing stages – at first for getting to know the area and users 

habits before planning to get ideas for planning and designs, but also after everything has 

been built to see how people actually use the space and elements, whether the place fulfils 

its purpose or not or if the design should have any additions to increase the usage and 

through that improve peoples’ health and wellbeing. If to want to look at smaller area in 

smaller scale, BBAT High-Frequency method could be used as well as this method gives 

more detailed information about the usage etc. When using BBAT or BBAT-HF methods, 

although it depends the certain purpose of the usage of this tool, it should be noted that 

some information, when using it in shorter periods, can be obtained, but the more data 

could be gathered, the more accurate will be results and analyses done out of it. It would be 

better to have same observers throughout the period as in this way the data is collected 

most evenly as marking down people’s activities and information about users is subjective. 

Also, solid observation schedule must be developed to follow it and ensure that the data 

would be comparable.   
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KOKKUVÕTE 

Rahvatervis ja selle seosed rohe- ning sinialadega on aastatega muutunud aina enam 

aktuaalsemaks teemaks – urbaniseerumise tõttu on üha vähem linnades looduslikke alasid, 

need aga omavad tähtsat rolli kliimamuutustes ja samas on ka linna ökosüsteemi teenuste 

pakkujad, mis omakorda on tõestatud, et omavad mõju inimestele ja nende tervisele. Anne 

kanal on suur rekreatsiooniala Tartu linnas, mis võib soodustada linnaelanike tervise ja 

heaolu parenemist. Antud magistritöö uuris Emajõe ja Anne kanali vahelist ala, kuhu on 

BlueHealth projekti raames ehitatud platvorm. BlueHealth projekti eesmärk oli ehitada 

väikeseskaalaline sekkumine platvormi näol ning uurida, kuidas see mõjutab ala kasutajate 

käitumisharjumusi ja ala kasutamise omapärasid kogu alal. Selleks loodi uudne vaatlus-

metoodika BBAT, kuid selle metoodikaga teostatud vaatlused ei tuvastanud kasutus-

mustreid suure detailsusastmega. Antud magistritöö eesmärk oli uurida detailsemalt 

mõningaid tervise ja heaolu aspekte Anne kanali piirkonnas, kasutades selleks 

kiiresageduslikku vaatlusmetoodikat (BBAT-HF), mille raames vaadeldakse ala kasutust 

1-tunniste vaatlusperioodidena ja võrrelda seda andmestikku BBAT andmestikuga. Kokku 

viidi läbi 18 1-tunnist vaatlust, mille raames märgiti iga 20 sekundi tagant iga kasutaja 

asukoht, tegevus ja sotsiaalsed parameetrid, saades kokku GIS andmebaasi 4024 punkti. 

Lisaks, kogumaks kvalitatiivseid andmeid ning saamaks teada külastajate personaalset 

arvamust uuringuala kohta viidi alal läbi 15 intervjuud, kasutades selleks Blue Health Site 

Interview metoodikat. Eelnevalt nimetatud metoodikate abil kogutud andmete tulemuste 

põhjal võib öelda, et seos maastikuelementide ja ala kasutajate käitumisharjumuste vahel 

on olemas ning samuti ka sarnasused, kuid ka erinevused kahe vaatlusmetoodika poolt 

kogutud andmete vahel.  

Antud magistritöö otsis vastuseid viiele uurimisküsimusele. Tulemused olid järgnevad: 

1. Kas vaatlusalal uuritud demograafilised andmed sarnanevad või erinevad kahe 

vaatlusmetoodika – BBAT ja BBAT-HF – andmekogude vahel ja kuidas see 

suhestub Tartu rahvastikupüramiidi andmetega?  

Mõlemast andmekogust järeldub, et uuringuala on kasutatud rohkem naisterahvaste 

poolt. See tuleneb sellest, et Tartu linna populatsioonis on proportsionaalselt 

rohkem naisterahvaid kui meesterahvaid. Ala on peamiselt kasutatud vanusegrupi 
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21-59 poolt, vähem 60+ ja kõige vähem teismeliste (13-20) ja laste (0-12) poolt. 

Teismelised kasutasid ala enim tööpäevadel pärastlõunati, lapsed nädalavahetustel 

lõunaaegadel ja pärastlõunati. Vanemad inimesed kasutasid ala rohkem lõunati. 

Teatud aegadel on kasutus vanusegruppide 21-59 ja 60+ poolt üle-esindatud, mis 

tähendab, et ala kasutavad suuresti ainult teatud kindlad kasutajagrupid, aga mitte 

kõik. Kõige vähem külastatakse ala hommikuti, rohkem kasutatakse seda lõunati ja 

pärastlõunati. BBAT vaatlused on jäädvustanud tööpäevade hommikutel palju 

vähem inimesi, kogu nädala jooksul pärastlõunati vanusegruppi 21-59, samas aga 

palju rohkem kogu nädala jooksul lõunaaegadel inimesi kui BBAT-HF metoodika. 

Kahe andmekogude vahel on erinevused seepärast, et BBAT ei jäädvusta lühiajalisi 

tegevusi nii täpselt kui BBAT-HF metoodika.  

2. Kas sotsiaalne lävimine (üksi-paaris-grupis) vaatlusalal sarnaneb või erineb BBAT 

ja BBAT-HF andmekogude vahel? 

Mõlemast andmekogust selgub, et ala kasutati enim üksi, seejärel paaris ja kõige 

vähem gruppides. Nädalavahetustel oli rohkem kasutust paaris ja gruppides ning 

vähem üksinda, kui tööpäevadel. Kõige rohkem kasutati ala tööpäevadel üksi 

lõunaaegadel. BBAT andmete järgi kasutati ala paaridena pigem lõunati, aga 

gruppides pärastlõunati (nädalavahetustel). BBAT-HF andmete järgi kasutati ala 

paaridena rohkem tööpäevadel lõunati ja nädalavahetustel pärastlõunati. Suuri 

erinevusi kahe andmekogu vahel seletab asjaolu, et BBAT metoodika jäädvustab 

vähem lühiajalisi kasutajaid, kes ainult läbivad ala hästi kiiresti.  

3. Kas alal jäädvustatud tegevused sarnanevad või erinevad BBAT ja BBAT-HF 

andmekogudes? 

Kõikidest aladest enim kasutati kergliiklusteed ning muud muru- ja võsaala, mis 

ümbritseb kergliiklusteed ja platvormi, oli kõige vähem kasutatud. Kõndimine oli 

kõige populaarsem põhitegevus ja rääkimine kõrvaltegevus mõlema soorühma seas. 

BBAT andmete järgi oli tööpäeviti kõige populaarsem tegevus istumine või 

kükitamine ning nädalavahetustel seismine, kuid BBAT-HF andmete järgi oli 

jooksmine ja sörkimine populaarseim kogu nädala vältel. Interventsiooni alal 

(platvorm ja selle ümbrus) olid kõige populaarsemad tegevused istumine ja 

kükitamine (BBAT andmete järgi) ning seismine (BBAT-HF andmete järgi). 

Kergliiklustee alal, peale kõndimise, olid kõige populaarsemateks tegevusteks 
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koeraga jalutamine (BBAT andmete järgi) ning jooksmine ja sörkimine (BBAT-HF 

andmete järgi). Muul alal olid populaarseimad kõndimine, suusatamine, vabalt 

mängimine (lapsed) (BBAT andmete järgi) ning koeraga jalutamine (BBAT-HF 

andmete järgi). Lisaks rääkimisele oli veel üks populaarsemaid kõrvaltegevusi 

mõlema soorühma seas lapsevankri kasutamine. Erinevused andmetes tõestavad, et 

BBAT metoodika jäädvustab rohkem pikemaajalisi tegevusi, nagu näiteks istumine 

või seismine, aga BBAT-HF metoodika jäädvustab ka lühiajalised tegevused, 

näiteks jooksmine ja sörkimine ning sisaldab endas ajalist mõõdet ehk kui kaua 

veedeti alal aega.  

4. Kas kahes andmekogus – BBAT ja BBAT-HF andmestikes esineb geograafilist 

mustrit või erinevad andmed omavahel?  

Mõlemast andmekogust selgub, et kergliiklustee on ala, kuhu inimesed kogunevad. 

BBAT andmetest tuleb välja, et esimene osa interventsioonist, kus on pikk pink 

koos kolmnurkse platvormi osaga, on pigem inimeste kogunemiskohaks, kuid 

BBAT-HF andmetes selgub, et inimesed kasutavad rohkem platvormi lõpuosa, mis 

asub vee peal. Põhjuseid seletamaks erinevusi võib olla mitmeid – üheks 

võimaluseks on see, et kuna BBAT andmed on kogutud aasta varem kui BBAT-HF 

andmed, võib olla vahepeal toimunud inimeste platvormi kasutamise harjumustes 

muutus. Teine võimalus on, et erinevused tulenevad metoodikatest ehk BBAT 

andmed on hõredamad ja võivad sisaldada kõikumisi, mis tulenevad 

geostatistilisest analüüsist.  

5. Mida arvavad inimesed interventsioonist (platvormist) ja alast selle ümber? 

Kõikidest intervjueeritutest 7 olid mehed ja 8 naised. 8 inimest kuulusid 

vanusegruppi 18-24, 5 vanusegruppi 25-34 ja 2 vanusegruppi 35-44. Seitse inimest 

elasid Annelinnas, seitse muudes Tartu linnaosades ning üks väljaspool Tartut. 

Inimesed kasutavad ala peamiselt kellegagi koos, ainult kolm inimest kasutavad 

seda üksi. Platvormi ehitamine pole mõjutanud inimeste harjumusi, kuna nad 

kasutavad seda vaid antud kohast möödumisel, et minna ja teha istudes väikene 

puhkepaus, kuid nad ei planeeri platvormile minekut spetsiaalselt varem ette. 

Inimeste tunded ala kohta on erinevad – ühed leiavad, et see on hea lisa alale, 

samas teised näe selles midagi erilist. Lisaks praegusele disainile sooviksid 
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inimesed seal veel näha valgustust, prügikaste, rohkem avatud vaateid, eemaldades 

selleks võsa ning silti kergliiklustee kõrval, mis seletaks millega on tegu.  

Peaaegu kõigis uurimisküsimuste tulemustes avaldusid erinevused andmekogude vahel, 

kuid ka sarnasused, näiteks geograafiliste mustrite analüüsis mõlemas andmekogus tuli 

välja et kergliiklustee on inimeste poolt palju kasutatud, kuid erinevused olid platvormi 

kasutamise tulemustes. Andmekogude erinevuste tõttu tuli rakendada detailsuse printsiipi, 

mis tähendab, et kogudes ja vaadates andmeid järk-järgult detailsemalt on võimalik saada 

täpsemaid andmeid analüüsimiseks ja näha terviklikumat pilti väiksema ala kohta, 

kasutades selleks BBAT-HF metoodikat. Eelneva BBAT vaatluste kogemuse ja antud töö 

tulemuste põhjal näib olevat saanud kinnitust asjaolu, et BBAT metoodika puuduseks on, 

et see metoodika ei jäädvusta lühiajalisi tegevusi/ala külastusi väga täpselt, mistõttu 

andmeid koguti väga hõredalt ja seepärast ei saa nende põhjal platvormi kasutust 

põhjalikuma detailsusastme järgi analüüsida. Selle uurimuse jaoks välja töötatud 

kiiresageduslik vaatlusmetoodika (BBAT-HF) tegi võimalikuks koguda rikkalikum 

andmekogu BlueHealth interventsiooni (platvormi) ümbruse kasutuse kohta.  

Kokkuvõtteks võib öelda, et BBAT on üks paljudest metoodikatest, mille abil saab uurida 

avalikku ruumi ning see on väga kasulik töövahend professionaalidele, näiteks 

planeerijatele, disaineritele, maastikuarhitektidele jm. Seda saab kasutada erinevates 

planeerimise ja disainimise etappides – alustades ala tundma õppimise faasist ja kasutajate 

harjumuste uurimisest enne planeerimist, et saada ideid planeerimiseks ja disainimiseks 

ning lõpetades sellega, et uurida pärast kõige valmimist, kuidas inimesed tegelikult ruumi 

ja elemente kasutavad, kas antud paik täidab oma eesmärki või mitte või kas disain vajab 

täiendusi, et kasutust suurendada ja seeläbi täiustada inimeste tervist ja heaolu. Kui vaadata 

mõnda väiksemat ala väiksemal skaalal, on soovitatav kasutada lisaks ka BBAT-HF 

metoodikat, sest selle metoodika abil on võimalik koguda detailsemat informatsiooni ala 

kasutuse jm kohta. Kui kasutada BBAT või BBAT-HF metoodikaid, loomulikult sõltuvalt 

konkreetsemast eesmärgist, tuleb siiski tähele panna, et mida rohkem andmeid koguda, 

seda täpsemad tulemused saab analüüsimiseks. Soovituslik on kasutada samu vaatlejaid 

kogu vaatlusperioodi vältel, sest selliselt kogutud andmestik on kõige ühetasasem, kuna 

andmete märkimine inimeste tegevuste ja muu kohta on subjektiivne. Samuti peab olema 

välja töötatud kindel vaatlusgraafik, mida järgida, et tagada andmete võrreldavus. 
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Appendix 1. Questionnaire form  

Intervjuu küsimused/ Questions for an interview 
1. Kui oleksid giid, siis mida sa oma ekskursioonile kaasaksid/ milliseid 

paiku viiksid inimesi külastama ja miks? - If you were a tour guide 

what would you include in your tour and why? 

 

1.1.  Mis motiveerib/suunab sind mõnda teatud ala või kohta 

kasutama (mõni spetsiifiline element, funktsioon vms) 

(üleüldiselt)? – What is the motivating force for using the space 

(specific element/ feature)?     

 

2. Nagu näeme, on siin alal toimunud viimase aasta jooksul muudatused, 

mida arvad muudatuste teostusest? - There have been some changes 

over the past year, how do you feel about the way they’ve been 

implemented? 

 
 

2.1.  Kas oled märganud mingeid konkreetseid muutusi, mida 

saaksid kirjeldada? - Can you describe any particular changes 

you’ve noticed? 

 

3. Püüa palun meenutada, milline see ala on varem olnud. 

Kuidas sinu arvates on see ala ajas muutunud/millised muudatused on 

olnud? - How do you feel the site has changed over time? 

 

3.1.  Milline on esimene mälestus sellest kohast? - What is your 

earliest memory of the site? 
 
 

3.2.  Kas on veel mõnda mäletamisväärset/ meeldejäävat kogemust 

seoses antud kohaga? - Any other memorable experiences if any?  
 

3.3.  Mis sulle antud ala kohta varasemalt meeldis, mis meeldib 

nüüd? - What did you like about the space before, what do you like 

about it now? 

 

3.4.  Mis sulle selle ala juures varasemalt ei meeldinud, mis ei 

meeldi nüüd? - What didn’t you like about the space before, what 

don’t you like about it now? 
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Appendix 1. Questionnaire form continued 

4. Kui tihti veedad siin aega? - How often do you spend time here?  
5. Kuidas sobitub sinu igapäevase rutiiniga siin käimine? - How do you fit 

visiting/spending time there into your daily routine? 
 

6. Kas käid siin üksi või kellegagi koos, kui jah, siis kellega (sõber, 

partner, koer jms)? - Who, if anyone, do you go with? 
 

7. Mida sa siin alal/platvormil tavaliselt teed (istud, jalutad, lähed jääle 

jms)? - What activities do you do at the site? 
 
 

7.1.  Miks sa külastad seda platvormi/paika? - Why do you go 

there? 
 
 

8. Mida arvad sellest platvormist/paigast? - How do you feel about the 

site? 
 
 

9. Kas ja/või kuidas sinu (platvormi) kasutuskogemus muutub erinevatel 

aastaaegadel (milline on see kevadel/suvel/sügisel/talvel)? - How does 

your experience change through the year? 

 
 
 

10.  Kas ja/või kuidas on sinu tegevused siin kohas/alal ajas muutunud? - 

How have your activities changed over time, if at all? 
 

10.1.  Mis sulle antud ala/platvormi juures meeldib? - What do you 

like about the space? 
 
 

10.2. Miks sa käid siin?/Miks eelistad siin käia? - Why do you come 

the space? 
 
 

11. On siin kohas midagi, millele pole mõeldud ja on hetkel puudu, kuid 

oleks vajalik? - Is there anything we haven’t covered that you think is 

important? 

 

11.1.  Kas elad siin läheduses? Mis kandis elad? – Where do you 

live, do you live near-by? 
 

12.  Kui kaua oled seal elanud? - How long have you lived here?  
13.  Mis motiveeris sind sinna kanti kolima? - What motivated you to move 

here? 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table 

 
1 2 3 4 5 

M 25-34 M 25-34 M 18-24 F 18-24 M 18-24 

1. If you were a 

tour guide what 

would you include 

in your tour and 

why? 

Anne canal area has a big 

importance to Annelinn people. 

It is surrounded by jogging trails, 

but also nature trails by the side 

of Emajõgi that are worth to 

show. The whole area is suitable 

for gazing and definitely this 

platform that was built in the last 

year is original element, where it 

is nice to have a rest and take 

time out for a minute. It would 

also be interesting to take a 

closer look on the place under 

Sõpruse bridge, that is not 

exactly tided up, but can offer to 

someone to experience street art.  

There are no such places 

around Anne canal for me, 

where I would like to take 

people. And also, in the city 

I wouldn’t show anything 

special, some buildings and 

museums perhaps. 

For example Emajõgi 

shoreline, but also this 

platform. 

 

Canals’ beach area – play-

ground, outdoor gym. I am 

used to that in the seaside or 

riverside there is nothing, 

only emptiness, but here it 

has very nice area near the 

water that has so many 

different functions and it is 

worth to show also others. 

Tigutorn, ERM, upside-

down house, Tähetorn – 

these all are very interesting 

and different.  

I would start my excursion next to Eeden centre 

and then move towards Turu bridge. The aim of 

the excursion would be to show to the tourists 

Tartu’s summer by just walking by Anne canal – 

for example volleyball court, as it is the first 

thing to pass. Next stop would be near the 

outdoor gym and the beach area for them to take 

pictures. Then I would introduce them Bike 

sharing system, as there is also one bike stop. It 

would be useful information for them for their 

free time. Then we would move forward to Turu 

bridge and I would tell them about Emajõgi and 

Tartu’s three bridges that are seen from Turu 

bridge. I think there is a nice view to take 

pictures of and just to enjoy. Next stop would be 

Tigutorn, as it is very original and I have never 

seen something similar. Then there would be 

free time just to enjoy summertime around Anne 

canal (to swim, to take pictures, take a bike ride 

or enjoy waterpark).   

1.1. What is the 

motivating force 

for using the space 

(specific element/ 

feature)?     

Naturalness, trail systems, a bit 

hidden places that are worth to 

discover, platforms. 

Privacy/ separateness, close-

ness to water, naturalness, 

good infrastructure. 

Quietness and peaceful 

atmosphere, existence of 

sitting places. 

Sports facilities, existence of 

walking paths, light traffic 

roads or hiking trails, 

information boards, silence, 

few people, privacy.   

I use all the places only because of their 

functionalities. It is a rare reason to use a place 

only because I like it or there is a nice view. 

2. There have been 

some changes over 

the past year, how 

do you feel about 

the way they’ve 

been 

implemented? 

It is very good to see that this 

area is developing and taken care 

of. 

Those new buildings next to 

canal don’t fit here at all, 

especially this tall one. 

New platform – the use 

of materials is beautiful, 

but at the same time a 

location for this isn’t so 

good and the platform is 

a bit hard to notice. 

Does not disturb me. 

Adding bike sharing opportunity near canal 

gives a nice adding to the place and also to Tartu 

city. Waterpark seems to be cool, although I 

have never been there. Trail around the canal is 

in my opinion done very well. All the changes 

have been made fast, relevant and have raised 

Anne canal value. Bad implementation has been 

this ongoing construction around Turu bridge. I 

think it has been changing already since 2010 

and is still not ready. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

2.1. Can you 

describe any 

particular changes 

you’ve noticed? 

This platform, jogging trails with 

planned shelters. With the 

development it has been noticed 

that more and more people are 

starting to use these. 

This platform has been built 

here, new buildings also. 

Cannot say more. 

New platform. 
New houses next to canal, in 

the summertime a waterpark. 

For me the most eye-catching changes were 

those new bike parking places and waterpark 

features. Changes happened fast and in an 

effective way. 

3. How do you feel 

the site has 

changed over 

time? 

Earlier, when these elements 

described before weren’t there 

yet, was this area quite 

depressing and it was used 

mostly by people only when 

some event took place.  

Except those new buildings I 

cannot say any other bigger 

change that would catch my 

eye. 

Haven’t spent much time 

here, so cannot 

remember anything else 

than this platform. 

Hasn’t changed much, so I 

would say it is the same as 

the platform was already 

existing when I first came 

here.  

It was just an usual road. I don’t remember any 

access to canal. These later changes have been 

made this area visually more pleasant.  

3.1. What is your 

earliest memory of 

the site? 

First memory about this area is 

from winter time, when city was 

collecting all Christmas trees 

together and made fire sculptures 

(in between Anne canal and 

Emajõgi area) here.  

I walked here with my 

partner before this platform 

was built here. 

A walk in a peaceful 

environment, where there 

is lighting 

It was summer – grass was 

green, trees had leaves on, 

birds were singing. People 

were walking with dogs, 

some people were sitting on 

the benches next to the trail. 

From far I saw something in 

the reed, but couldn’t 

understand what was it. It 

seemed to be something old 

already. It was this platform.  

There is no certain memory. Just a road I was 

using for passing by this area. There was no 

platform. 

3.2. Any other 

memorable 

experiences if 

any? 

Not exactly, but when I was 

younger, then I was a lot around 

here. 

No.  No. No. No. 

3.3. What did you 

like about the 

space before, what 

do you like about 

it now? 

Certain comparisons are hard to 

bring out. It is easier to say good 

about existing situation, as the 

area’s development has had good 

influence to people from the 

surroundings. I liked that it was a 

place to discover before.  I like 

that the area is used more 

nowadays. 

I liked before (but also now) 

that there is an opportunity to 

walk around the canal on 

asphalt cover trail. Now I 

like that there is also this 

platform built and there is an 

opportunity to go close to the 

water on this side of canal. 

Cannot say anything 

about the past. I now like 

that there is paved road 

with lighting to have a 

peaceful walk. 

I don’t know how it was 

before the platform, now I 

like the light traffic road. 

I liked that I couldn’t see those ugly buildings 

that much before. Now I like that it gives more 

representative feeling than before – lawn is 

mowed and platform feels kind of nice. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

3.4. What didn’t 

you like about the 

space before, what 

don’t you like 

about it now? 

Directly I don’t know any 

negative aspects, but if I look the 

area as a complex and its 

surroundings, then it definitely 

would require further deve-

lopment and also this part Anne 

canal elements expansion to the 

other side (Anne canal part) or 

Emajõgi area. So in conclusion I 

don’t like that there are too few 

elements.  

I didn’t like that there 

weren’t any these kinds of 

platforms. Now I don’t like 

that there are too few of 

these platforms, this only one 

isn’t enough. And this one 

could be much bigger, I 

don’t like that it is that small. 

Cannot say anything 

about the past. Now I 

don’t like that there is no 

lighting. 

I don’t know how it was 

before, but now I don’t like 

that there is now sign next to 

the light traffic road about 

what is it, because I could 

assume that it could be 

private.  

I did not like that from that place I couldn’t see 

canal. Right now I don’t like that I see those 

ugly (apartment) buildings. 

4. How often do 

you spend time 

here? 

Regularly once a month. In the 

summertime definitely more 

often. If I did not have a car, then 

I used it more often to walk from 

Annelinn to city centre.  

Once every few months. 

Very rarely, only at some 

time come here for a 

walk 

Couple of times of a year.  Maybe once a year.  

5. How do you fit 

visiting/spending 

time there into 

your daily 

routine? 

If I would live really near-by 

(less than 100 meters), then it 

would fit definitely more. Using 

the place for lunch breaks or 

coming here in the evenings to 

rest, is hard because of my 

working schedules every day and 

other things that occupy my 

time. In the summertime it is of 

course more easy and I do it 

more often.  

Not really, as I am living 

further away. 

Not really, 

special/separate time has 

to be found to come for a 

walk. 

Not really as I live a bit 

further away.  

Don’t fit. As I have now used more bikes 

(because of this new bike system in Tartu), I 

have being near more often.  

6. Who, if anyone, 

do you go with? 

I usually don’t come alone, only 

maybe for passing-by. Every 

time I come to use this place I 

am with my friends or partner, 

even when I am doing sports, 

there is still someone with me. 

With somebody, for example 

with my partner. 
Yes, with a partner. Alone. 

Not alone, always with my friends, when driving 

by with bikes and sometimes stopping by.  
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

7. What activities 

do you do at the 

site? 

It depends, there is no certain 

activity every time or home-

made plan, that this time I will 

do one certain thing. In between 

sporting activities I use benches 

for sitting, in between walking I 

use shelters and platform for 

time out.  

Sitting and enjoying the 

view, naturalness and 

closeness to the water.  

Walking, standing, less 

sitting. 

I sit and have a rest and 

enjoy the view.  

I am passing it with my bike usually and 

sometimes I come here just for a moment to 

have a rest. 

7.1. Why do you 

go there? 

In the summertime I use it more 

just for spending time and 

meeting with friends. 

To be close to the water and 

get away just for a moment 

from a city as I am feeling 

here myself in the middle of 

nature. 

It is close to the water 

(above water), quiet 

isolated place, but rarely 

using it on purpose, more 

just stopping by if 

passing it. 

To enjoy loneliness, myself. Just because of curiosity. It is a nice place.  

8. How do you feel 

about the site? 

Very suitable element to the 

surrounding canal area and it 

offers something new to the area 

users. 

I think that it is a good idea 

and it is nice that it was built 

here. There could be more of 

these and also by the river. 

The use of materials is 

beautiful, but at the same 

time a location for this 

isn’t so good and the 

platform is a bit hard to 

notice. 

It is great as it is on the 

water, but would be greater 

if I would know that I could 

come here and it is meant for 

everybody.  

Platform is nice. Reed should be removed 

around it as it gives the feeling that this platform 

is very old and abandoned.  

9. How does your 

experience change 

through the year? 

Definitely changes. Winter time 

offers a lot different oppor-

tunities for using the place. In 

the summertime its usage is 

more local/stable and enjoying 

the moment than mobile use 

(except when you are jogging 

around the canal). In wintertime 

definitely ice thickness testing 

will be done and some years also 

some attractions have been 

added to canal.   

Yes, in winter time I don’t 

visit it often. Other times not 

really as I come here always 

to enjoy the view and water 

and use it for resting and 

sitting. 

I use it less with cold 

weather, because it is 

cold and dark then. More 

in the summer, because 

then there is sun. 

Don’t change as I use it all 

the time with the same 

purpose and when it is cold, I 

don’t come here.  

Haven’t been there in winter time as I am not 

using bike in the winter. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

10. How have your 

activities changed 

over time, if at all? 

Definitely my activities have 

been changed in time. When I 

was younger I came here just for 

hanging out with my friends to 

discover the area. Definitely one 

reason, why we came here, was 

Emajõgi’s closeness to Anne 

canal. In winter times the main 

activity was testing the ice 

thickness. When I got older and 

this area was also developed, the 

main activity became more 

sporting-based (jogging in the 

evenings or ice skating in the 

winter time with my partner).  

Hasn’t changed, have been 

using it always the same 

way. 

Hasn’t been changing as 

I am only walking or 

standing every time. 

Hasn’t changed.  Hasn’t been changed.  

10.1. What do you 

like about the 

space? 

Anne canal is quite original area, 

that gives a lot to people who 

live near-by (Annelinn resi-

dences). Many of them don’t 

have a summer cottage or an 

opportunity to go to nature, so 

Anne canal area and this 

platform are offering them one 

opportunity for different 

activities. 

It is the only place on this 

side of canal, where I can go 

near water comfortably. 

It is close to the water 

(above water), quiet 

isolated place. 

Separateness, it is close to 

the water. 

The area seems to be maintained and the traffic 

(bikers, walkers) is not heavy.  

10.2. Why do you 

come the space? 

It is close to my home and at the 

same time there is no feeling of 

having too much people in the 

area, although it is quite popular 

all over the year to the residence 

people that live around. 

Because it has comfortable 

access to natural place, it is 

not that far and closeness to 

the water plays an important 

role for me for feeling being 

in the middle of nature. 

It is isolated, quiet. 
It is quiet here, I feel myself 

being in the nature. 

Not often, more I have been passing this place 

by bike. But when I come, then I just need a 

short break to have a rest. 

11. Is there 

anything we 

haven’t covered 

that you think is 

important? 

Lately added platform is very 

original and practical, but Anne 

canal area should/could have 

more of these, at least a couple 

of them. Platform would need 

lighting. 

Yes, there could be less reed. 

This existing platform is too 

small for me, it could be 

much bigger (this ending 

place on the water).  

Trash cans are missing 

and there should be some 

lighting. 

A sign should be next to the 

light traffic road. In the end 

there should be a bench with 

a better design as this now 

reminds me these sandboxes 

that cities have.  

Reed is preventing the view in my opinion. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

11.1. Do you live 

near-by? Where 

do you live? 

I live in Annelinn, so really 

close-by to Anne canal area. 

No, I live in the city center 

on the other side of the river.  

Yes, near-by in 

Annelinn. 

Yes, in dormitory that is near 

city center, but on this side 

of the river – in Ülejõe. 

I live in the city center, but on this side of the 

river, so not that far from this place – in Ülejõe. 

12. How long have 

you lived here? 
13 years. 4 years. 3 years. 5 years. 5 years. 

13. What 

motivated you to 

move here? 

There was no concrete moti-

vating reason as the moving took 

place because of certain private 

circumstances.  

My partner and work. 
My partner already lived 

there. 

University, the price of a 

room, closeness to the city 

centre.  

School. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

 
6 7 8 9 10 

F 18-24 F 18-24 F 18-24 F 25-34 F 35-44 

1. If you were a 

tour guide what 

would you include 

in your tour and 

why? 

Emajõe nature trail – beautiful 

nature, in the city, but as around 

it there is so much nature, you 

don’t feel that you would be in 

the city. The surrounding of 

Anne canal – a walk around 

Anne canal. 

Tartu has a lot more 

beautiful places, I wouldn’t 

do any excursion here 

around Anne canal area. If 

really needed, then probably 

I would show this Emajõe 

nature trail. 

Platform area because it 

is something different. 

But also this area 

towards Emajõgi is quite 

interesting and have 

some good viewpoints. 

I think that at first I would 

introduce Estonian longest 

bridge – Sõpruse bridge – 

that is close to Anne canal. I 

would show that before 

Anne canal was longer and 

introduce the history – that it 

was used for rowing, but 

unfortunately canals were 

separated.  

I would prefer to show specially the surrounding 

of Anne canal, especially the area in between 

canal and Emajõgi, but also the other side. In 

between canal and Emajõgi, there is very natural 

environment that is located basically in the 

middle of the city and it has many benefits that a 

person could enjoy, like light traffic roads and 

sitting areas and all this is worth to be 

introduced. 

13.1 What is the 

motivating 

force for 

using the 

space 

(specific 

element/ 

feature)?      

A place has to be well 

noticeable, there has to be 

lighting, trash cans, it has to be 

natural and mysterious.  

Areas with sport facilities – 

e.g. existence of outdoor 

gym, trails for running.  

Natural areas near water 

– they have calming 

effect. Proper roads for 

roller skating. Good 

infrastructure for running 

and jogging (proper 

wood trails or softer 

jogging trails with 

recreational purposes). 

Good accessibility. Perso-

nally I like platforms on the 

water and dog parks.  

Good accessibility, clean and maintained 

environment, attractiveness of usable elements. 

2. There have been 

some changes over 

the past year, how 

do you feel about 

the way they’ve 

been 

implemented? 

Don’t think much as this 

platform was just built here 

without any information. 

 

I think that it is nice that 

there have been done 

something new, but this 

hasn’t changed anything for 

me – I don’t come here 

because of that more or less 

often.  

 

I like it. 

I have noticed this platform, 

but I would have liked it to 

reach further on the water.  

It is making the area more attractive – the 

opportunity to use the platform and go closer to 

the water.  
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

2.1. Can you 

describe any 

particular changes 

you’ve noticed? 

This platform was just built here 

suddenly without any 

information. Hasn’t seen even 

once that anybody else would 

use it, although I have been here 

couple of times.  

New platform has been built. 

Also, in the summer there 

was a water park that I 

hadn’t seen before.  

From the last year 

changes I can only 

remember this new 

platform.  

Near the canal beach area 

there is now new building for 

winter swimmers.  

There is new platform. And when there is first 

warmer sun out in spring, I always see more 

usage of this place (not just people walking but 

also sunbathing). 

3. How do you feel 

the site has 

changed over 

time? 

There was more reed but any 

other changes I wouldn’t know 

to say.  

I remember that once it was 

an area that was not 

maintained.  

Before here wasn’t any 

proper road. From some 

point a nice road has 

been made here. Now 

there is also this 

platform.  

Before platform here was 

only reed everywhere. 

Before this platform people used only the road 

and did not have any interest to go near the 

water or canal (they used more only beach area 

for that). Now this platform offers an 

opportunity to go near the water also on this side 

of canal. 

3.1. What is your 

earliest memory of 

the site? 

Basically the same as it is right 

now as this platform construction 

was already going on then.  

Probably something when I 

was little and walking here 

with my grandmother who 

lived near-by.  

My first memory of this 

place is people 

sunbathing on the grass.  

Unmaintained canal border 

area with lots of reed. 

Clean and a bit maintained area with sitting 

areas and it is near the river. 

3.2. Any other 

memorable 

experiences if 

any? 

No. 

Winters, when it’s cold and 

there is ice on the river and 

canal. If coming from 

Karlova, you could get faster 

home as you can just walk 

on ice.  

My other memory related 

with this place is roller 

skating on this road with 

my training buddies.  

No. 
I have seen persons sunbathing already in 

springs there on site at warmer days.  

3.3. What did you 

like about the 

space before, what 

do you like about 

it now? 

Don’t know anything special that 

should be mentioned. This health 

trail has been as long I have 

lived in Tartu, liked it before and 

still like it. This platform is not a 

big change here in the area for 

me.  

As the changes hasn’t been 

major to me, cannot say 

anything specific. I like that 

the area is a bit more 

maintained now. 

I liked the road with 

proper sitting places. 

Now this platform gives 

more value and makes 

this place more dynamic. 

There is nothing specific that 

I really liked before. I like 

that there is less reed and a 

function also on this side of 

canal. I like to go there and 

watch sunsets.  

I liked that the water is near and the opportunity 

to use light traffic road that has a good 

connection with the city centre. Now I like 

overall progress of the environment there, also 

the platform caught my eye.  
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

3.4. What didn’t 

you like about the 

space before, what 

don’t you like 

about it now? 

This platform does not have any 

sign next to light traffic road 

explaining what it is. No trash 

cans or lighting. But overall it 

does not matter if this would 

change or no as in my opinion 

there hasn’t been extraordinary 

changes.  

It was not maintained before.  

I did not like that there 

was too big empty area. 

Now there is at least a bit 

less emptiness with this 

platform, but still 

somehow too empty.  

I did not like that it was 

unmaintained and that there 

was no opportunity to go 

near water. I don’t like that 

there is still a lot of reed 

today.  

I have never liked that there are sometimes 

unpleasant gatherings near sitting areas. 

4. How often do 

you spend time 

here? 

Approximately once in two 

months. 

Not very often – couple of 

times of a year. 
Once or twice a year. 

If I lived near-by I went for a 

walk there almost every day, 

but now I have moved out of 

Tartu and go there maybe 

once a month.  

At least twice a month, sometimes more often. 

5. How do you fit 

visiting/spending 

time there into 

your daily 

routine? 

Not very well as I don’t have 

much free time.  

Not really, I only sometimes 

come here for jogging.  

Not really as I live on the 

other side of Tartu and 

also more outside of 

Tartu. 

Was fitting before, but not 

anymore that well.  

Usually I prefer to use it during longer walks, as 

it has a good connection with the city centre, so 

it fits sometimes.  

6. Who, if anyone, 

do you go with? 
With my partner or my friends.  Alone.  

With my friends and/or 

partner. 

Alone, with a dog, friend, 

partner, child.  

Sometimes with a dog, with friends, but also 

sometimes alone.  
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

7. What activities 

do you do at the 

site? 

Walking, sitting and looking this 

canal, speaking with my 

partner/friend.  

Usually sports and then I 

come to the platform to have 

a little rest and sit.  

I sit. I sit and walk. 

More often I pass this platform, but when I use it 

then I just like to sit here and observe 

surroundings, people and water.  

7.1. Why do you 

go there? 

It is on my way and is a good 

place for a small stop.  

Just to have a rest in between 

jogging and once I have 

come here with my friends to 

have a beer. 

It is separated and a good 

place to be a bit away. 

Because it is a beautiful 

place to be and also to watch 

sunsets. 

It is good to take a break away from the road and 

just be in a moment.  

8. How do you feel 

about the site? 

Materials are fitting to this 

environment.  

This place is probably better 

now with platform than it 

was before without it.  

I think it is very nice 

change to the area, but 

still I feel that there is 

something missing. 

I think it is a good idea but it 

would be nicer and get 

bigger value if the 

surrounding would also be 

maintained and reed would 

be removed.  

Interesting and exciting platform that is 

noticeable already from far. 

9. How does your 

experience change 

through the year? 

When it is cold, I don’t come 

here usually (autumn, winter, 

early-spring).  

In winter times when it is 

cold I don’t use it, more in 

the summertime when I 

come here to do sports. 

Hasn’t changed as I have 

been there only at warm 

times of the year. 

Usually don’t go there in the 

winter as the platform is then 

slippery and it is 

inconvenient to walk then 

there. Otherwise hasn’t 

changed.  

Haven’t used it in winter, only in spring and 

summer and it is always the same then. It 

depends on the weather. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

10. How have your 

activities changed 

over time, if at all? 

Hasn’t changed as I always make 

only just a little stop here.  
Hasn’t changed.  

Hasn’t changed much, 

now I can also go and sit 

there, otherwise I have 

only used the road. 

Hasn’t changed.  

Before the light traffic road was built, I had 

never been on site, but only had seen it from the 

bridge. After the road was made and the area 

was more accessible, I have used it often to take 

a walk or go jogging and visit the place. Also 

this platform. 

10.1. What do you 

like about the 

space? 

It is on the water.  
Don’t know anything 

specific to bring out. 

There is nice to sit and it 

takes you from an empty 

area to a bit shadier area 

and close to the water. 

The idea of it.  
I like the design and used materials, but also the 

location itself where it is built.  

10.2. Why do you 

come the space? 

It is near my home and is a 

natural place.  

Don’t use it often as it is 

nothing special. Sometimes 

it is just on my way.  

I like to sit here.  
A nice place for walking and 

sitting.  
Because I feel myself being in the nature. 

11. Is there 

anything we 

haven’t covered 

that you think is 

important? 

Trash cans, low lighting next to 

or under platform or benches so 

it would be more inviting also 

when it is dark. 

Don’t know. 

There could be a trash 

bin and lighting. It would 

be good to have a bench 

with a back near the 

water.  

There are no trash bins.  Don’t know. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

11.1. Do you live 

near-by? Where 

do you live? 

Yes, in Annelinn, on the other 

side of this canal. 

I live near-by – across the 

canal.  

No, I live in Tähtvere 

and also in Tallinn. 

I used to live across the canal 

in an apartment building, but 

now I live outside of Tartu.  

I don’t live near-by, I live in Tammelinn. 

12. How long have 

you lived here? 
4,5 years. 5 years. 1,5 years.  

I used to live in Annelinn for 

2 years, now I have been 

away for a year. 

I have lived in Tammelinn for my whole life. 

13. What 

motivated you to 

move here? 

University, work.  

My mother owns many 

apartments in this area where 

I can live without paying her 

rent.  

It is close to school and it 

is cheap.  

New and better apartment. 

Now I have my own house. 

My parents already lived there and if I should 

move then not to Annelinn, only maybe to city 

centre. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

 
11 12 13 14 15 

M 18-24 F 35-44 F 25-34 M 18-24 M 25-34 

1. If you were a 

tour guide what 

would you include 

in your tour and 

why? 

As the surrounding of Anne 

canal is more or less beautiful, 

but nothing special – nothing to 

do and to see, I would take 

people rather to old town part.  

Around the Anne canal, 

especially riverside, because 

there could be seen foxes and 

weasels.  

Anne canal, Turu bridge, 

nature trail under the 

Sõpruse bridge and port 

area.  

Anne canal beach area, 

because it is very nice. Turu 

bridge, because it is so big 

and spectacular bridge for 

pedestrians. Market area 

with a theatre house. Nature 

trail that passes also Anne 

canal.  

Swampy area back in Annelinn, but also the area 

in between apartment buildings in Annelinn, but 

not canal area. 

13.1 What is the 

motivating 

force for 

using the 

space 

(specific 

element/ 

feature)?      

Cleanliness and maintenance. 

Interesting activities/functions, 

convenient place for spending 

time.  

More inviting are areas that 

have convenient and wide 

light traffic roads with 

resting opportunities and 

shelters. Area should offer 

variety of views.  

The place have to have a 

good vibe. There 

shouldn’t be a lot of 

people. It should have 

Tartu’s vibe.  

If a place has logical 

connections and trail 

systems, shortcut oppor-

tunities. 

Specificity, originality, even if it is not aesthetic, 

but there is peculiar atmosphere or aura.  

2. There have been 

some changes over 

the past year, how 

do you feel about 

the way they’ve 

been 

implemented? 

It is nice that the place is 

maintained. Certainly it 

motivates more to spend time 

there. 

Platform is nice, but 

somehow a bit hidden. When 

passing the area with a bike 

often you don’t even notice 

it.  

I think that it is good that 

the area is developing as 

canal area has always 

been very inviting to the 

people, also for students 

who live in Annelinn and 

it is good that now there 

is another place where 

you could spend your 

time.  

I am pleased with the 

changes as the place is more 

inviting in that way. From 

this platform it is very good 

to observe the canal and just 

breathe fresh air in the 

middle of the city. 

If think it is good that area is developing, but 

there could be more space opened for canal. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

2.1. Can you 

describe any 

particular changes 

you’ve noticed? 

New buildings have been built 

and in the summer there is a 

waterpark. 

Platform is quite new.  

This platform has been 

built here. More and 

more people spend time 

outside as spring is 

coming.  

Yes, this platform for 

example. But in the summer 

also this water park. 

Water park in the summer, platform. People use 

this platform. 

3. How do you feel 

the site has 

changed over 

time? 

Mainly I can remember trash and 

unmaintenance. Definitely there 

have been put more resources 

nowadays to keep it maintained. 

The area in between canal 

and river had moist soils and 

it was covered with willow 

bushes and this did not invite 

to spend time there. Views to 

canal were closed.  

There are more spaces to 

spend time and enjoy the 

nature without taking 

something natural away.  

Can’t really say anything as I 

have lived in Tartu less than 

a year. 

Can’t tell. The platform is new. 

3.1. What is your 

earliest memory of 

the site? 

It was a hot summer and I went 

swimming to canal and it turned 

out that the water was even 

hotter than the temperature and it 

made me quite sad.  

My first memory of this 

concrete platform place is 

related with design drafts 

when residents of Annelinn 

were asked which 

intervention they would like 

to have there. Otherwise just 

an area I did not go before 

the light traffic road was 

made.  

It was very swampy and 

covered with reed and 

bushes.  

Romantic place, I visited the 

platform with my girlfriend 

and we were nicely 

surprised. 

My first memory of the area is visiting this 

platform here, we came here with our teacher 

from school.  

3.2. Any other 

memorable 

experiences if 

any? 

No. No.  No. No. No. 

3.3. What did you 

like about the 

space before, what 

do you like about 

it now? 

I like that there is more 

opportunities for spending time 

than before. I liked naturalness 

before very much. 

I like that platform has 

created accessibility. I like 

everything right now here. 

Can’t remember anything 

that I liked specially before. 

I like that there are now 

more opportunities to 

spent time here. Can’t 

remember anything 

special that I liked 

before. 

Can’t say what I liked 

before. Now I like the 

freshness, cleanliness and 

openness of the area, because 

it is very open area and I can 

feel myself very free here. 

I have always liked that it is separately from the 

city, it is natural and waterbodies are close. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

3.4. What didn’t 

you like about the 

space before, what 

don’t you like 

about it now? 

I don’t like that it is very open 

area and winds are often quite 

strong, ugly electricity masts are 

passing the area. I like the 

platform but the view to the 

other side is still quite closed and 

ugly. 

Before I did not like that 

views were barriered with 

reed and willows. I don’t like 

that it is too small and if it is 

already occupied then you 

don’t stop to wait for your 

turn.  

I did not like before that 

the area wasn’t very 

noticeable. Now I think I 

don’t like that it is not 

that well-known area. 

Can’t say what I did not like 

before. I feel weird about the 

triangular thing next to the 

big bench.  

I have never liked the suspicious fame of the 

place – a lot of drunkards etc. 

4. How often do 

you spend time 

here? 

Once a month. 

Maybe once or twice a year 

as it is quite far from my 

home or it is not on my 

way/my route does not pass 

this place.  

Very often – many times 

in a week. 

I have been here only twice, 

but I hope when it gets 

warmer, I will come more 

often. 

Not very often, maybe 4 times a year. 

5. How do you fit 

visiting/spending 

time there into 

your daily 

routine? 

Not really as I work and study 

most of the time at home using 

my computer for that and I don’t 

have to move outside very often.  

Don’t really fit, it just 

doesn’t get in my way very 

often. 

Because I come out 

every day to walk with 

my child then quite well. 

I have different routes, 

but I come here quite 

often. 

Not really as I am more 

active around TÜ sports 

center and don’t come often 

to this Annelinn part. I hope 

to come here more often if I 

want to do winter swimming 

as Anne canal is not too far 

from my home. 

Not really, it is too far from my everyday 

routine. 

6. Who, if anyone, 

do you go with? 
Only with my partner.  

With my family – partner 

and children. 

With my child, but also 

sometimes my partner is 

with us. 

I come here with my 

girlfriend. 
Alone. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

7. What activities 

do you do at the 

site? 

Walking and sitting. 

On the platform it is very 

good to observe other side of 

the canal, but mostly I just 

pass it on foot or with my 

bike. 

I make a stop and sit 

here. 

Walking, kissing, speaking 

with my girlfriend, enjoying 

weather and nature. 

I observe people, nature and walk. 

7.1. Why do you 

go there? 
It is a bit further from city life. 

It has a good angle that other 

sides does not have. 

A good place where I can 

take a break from 

walking and rest for a 

minute. 

To spend time with my 

girlfriend and to be in nature. 
If I am near-by, I come here to take a rest. 

8. How do you feel 

about the site? 

I think nothing of it, not very 

interested. It is too small and is 

situated to an ugly place (reed all 

around), there is no beautiful 

view or any practical value. 

Platform is nice and well 

designed. 
Very original place. 

I think the location of it is 

very good and it tears more 

people to spend time outside. 

It fits here, nothing special, but not boring. 

9. How does your 

experience change 

through the year? 

Hasn’t changed, don’t use it that 

much. 

Hasn’t changed. I visit it 

only when it is warm 

outside, not in the winter. 

Not really as I use the 

place all the time for 

takin a rest. I come here 

less in the autumn and 

winter because of the 

weather.  

So far it hasn’t changed, but 

I believe that in the summer I 

will use it more, because I 

will come here also for 

swimming. In the autumn 

and winter there has to be 

very clear and nice weather 

to come here.  

Not really, I rather use it on the warm periods, in 

the summer more. 
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

10. How have your 

activities changed 

over time, if at all? 

Hasn’t changed, don’t use it that 

much, usually only cross it. 

Hasn’t changed, I usually 

only come here to enjoy the 

view. 

Before when I did not 

have my baby, I did not 

come here. 

Hasn’t changed. Hasn’t changed. 

10.1. What do you 

like about the 

space? 

There is not much people traffic 

around here. 

The view, opportunity to sit 

and the length of the 

platform. 

It is a nice place to be 

and enjoy surroundings, 

feel the vibe of a canal 

and Tartu.  

I like that the design is very 

simple and it is in between 

the reed that makes it a bit 

hidden and private place. 

It creates accessibility to the water on this side of 

the canal also and the design is easy/simple. 

10.2. Why do you 

come the space? 

I only prefer to get away for a bit 

from the surroundings. 

I randomly just appear to be 

in the area and then make a 

stop also on the platform. 

It stays on my walking 

route. 

It is not too far from my 

home, and I can spend time 

outside near the water – river 

is close-by and canal water is 

also here. 

It is an interesting place, if I am near-by, I come 

here to take a rest. 

11. Is there 

anything we 

haven’t covered 

that you think is 

important? 

Maybe I would like to see here 

more trees that would hide from 

the winds. 

More similar objects should 

be around that would invite 

to use more this area. A sign 

next to light traffic road, 

lighting, shelter – these are 

missing. 

The place could have 

more colours – it is right 

now too boring. 

Different plants could 

help to achieve this. 

The bench in the end could 

have a back, right now it is 

just a weird box, like a sand 

box. 

I don’t know.  
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Appendix 2. Interviews’ analyse table continued 

11.1. Do you live 

near-by? Where 

do you live? 

I live near-by, next to Eeden. 
Yes, in Annelinn, Kaunase 

pst. 

Yes, in Annelinn, across 

the canal. 

On this side of the river, near 

city center – in Ülejõe. 
No, I live in Tähtvere. 

12. How long have 

you lived here? 

3 months in Annelinn, but in 

Tartu a lot more. 

Already for 20 years in 

different parts of Annelinn.  
Around 5 years. Half a year (0,5 y.).  3 years. 

13. What 

motivated you to 

move here? 

Good apartment  

When my family moved to 

Tartu, then we moved to 

Annelinn, because there 

were cheapest offers, shops, 

kindergartens were close and 

transportation network was 

good and bus stops close. 

Cheaper apartment 

offers. 

Cheap rent and good 

location. 

It was a good location for me, Annelinn would 

be too far.  
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Appendix 3. Lihtlitsents lõputöö salvestamiseks ja üldsusele 

kättesaadavaks tegemiseks ning juhendaja(te) kinnitus lõputöö 

kaitsmisele lubamise kohta 

Mina, Annely Jürimets, 

sünniaeg 29.05.1996, 

1. annan Eesti Maaülikoolile tasuta loa (lihtlitsentsi) enda koostatud lõputöö 

Use characteristics of a small-scale platform by Anne canal, Tartu, according to two 

behaviour observation techniques, 

mille juhendaja on Peeter Vassiljev, 

 

1.1. salvestamiseks säilitamise eesmärgil, 

1.2. digiarhiivi DSpace lisamiseks ja 

1.3. veebikeskkonnas üldsusele kättesaadavaks tegemiseks 

kuni autoriõiguse kehtivuse tähtaja lõppemiseni; 

2. olen teadlik, et punktis 1 nimetatud õigused jäävad alles ka autorile; 

3. kinnitan, et lihtlitsentsi andmisega ei rikuta teiste isikute intellektuaalomandi ega 

isikuandmete kaitse seadusest tulenevaid õigusi. 

 

Lõputöö autor  allkirjastatud digitaalselt   
 (allkiri) 

Tartu, 01.06.2020      0        
  

 

 

Juhendaja kinnitus lõputöö kaitsmisele lubamise kohta 

 

Luban lõputöö kaitsmisele. 

 

                     Peeter Vassiljev 

     allkirjastatud digitaalselt                            01.06.2020        0  

 (juhendaja nimi ja allkiri)  (kuupäev) 

 


